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laboratory evaluations of pavement marking materials for the SASHTO Regional Test 
-- Facility. The purpose of the Regional Test Facility (RTF) is to minimize the amount 
of field and laboratory research testing of specific types of materials. This is 
accomplished by combining efforts in an orgmrized manner to reduce the monetary 
and man-hour requirements of both the states and industry. A RTF for the twelve 
SASHTO states was approved at the 1988 SASHTO convention. The twelve SASHTO 
states are Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. 
The SASHTO Regional Test Facility (SRTF) began operation in November 1988 
when informational packets were mailed to all known manufacturers of four types of 
material. One type of material included in the test is classified as striping materials. 
To be included in the test, the manufacturers has until 5:00 p.m. at the end of the 
first working day in January to submit a Product Evaluation Form, a check for the 
testing fee, sample materials, and other pertinent information to the coordinator of 
the SRTF in order to have their product considered for inclusion in the testing 
process for that calendar year. A testing fee of $2,000 per sample was originally 
established for the striping materials. This fee covered the cost of performing the 
required field and laboratory tests and reporting the results. This fee was reduced 
to $1,500 per sample starting with the 1991 test. 
Different states were selected to perform the tests for the various materials. For 
the striping materials, Kentucky was selected as the lead state responsible for 
reporting the results. Alabama was selected as the support state. Identical field 
installations were placed in Kentucky and Alabama in 1989 and 1990. However, 
beginning in 1991, the field tests began operating on an alternating basis. The 
materials submitted for testing in 1991 were placed in Kentucky in 1991 and in 
Alabama in 1992. The laboratory tests were performed by Louisiana. The 
Transportation Center at the University of Kentucky performed the work in Kentucky 
for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet. The Alabama Highway Department 
conducted the field tests in Alabama while the Louisiana Department of 
Transportation performed the laboratory tests in Louisiana. 
This report is the third summary of field and laboratory evaluations of 
pavement marking materials at the SASHTO Regional Test Facility. The previous 
summaries dealt with the 1989 and 1990 evaluations. The data in this report are for 
a one-year period for materials placed in Kentucky in 1991 and a two-year period for 
the longer life materials (such as thermoplastics and nonremovable tape) placed in 
Kentucky and Alabama in 1990. 
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PROCEDURE 
~~---~-~----~-~- ~'Th.e~--proced.ure-~was ___ aevel!ipelrn:Y--a~taslt~roi;ce-esmolisliea-oytlie~sum:am-g-~-~~--~~ 
__ Committee oftlie SRTF. The evaluation procedures were the standard for the RTF. 
Following is a description of the testing procedures used. 
SITE LOCATIONS 
Field test decks on both Portland cement concrete (PCC) and bituminous concrete 
(asphalt) surfaces were evaluated. The decks were selected using the guidelines of 
ASTM D 713-81. Four-lane divided sections were considered desirable with a 
minimum average daily traffic (ADT) for the outside lane of 5,000. The field site had 
to be free-rolling with no grades, curves, or intersections or access points near enough 
to cause excessive braking or turning movements and had to have good drainage. 
The wear was to be uniform with full exposure to the sun throughout daylight hours. 
The surfaces had to be representative of the pavements upon which the traffic 
marking materials would be applied in practice. Originally, a requirement was that 
the test deck had to have been open to traffic for at least two years, but this 
requirement was changed to a minimum of one year. 
MATERIALS TESTED 
A total of 106 materials were originally approved for testing with 98 materials 
actually placed. When divided into specific categories, 77 materials would be 
classified as a paint, 10 were thermoplastic, 4 were preformed thermoplastic, 5 were 
a nonremovable tape, and 2 were a removable tape. Of the paints, 14 were submitted 
by various states. A listing of the materials is given in Table 1. Each material is 
assigned a number as shown in Table 1. This reference number is used when 
reporting the results of the evaluations. 
INSTALLATION 
The test installations have been placed in Alabama in May and Kentucky in June. 
Starting with the 1991 tests, the application alternated between the two sites. The 
materials listed in Table 1 were placed in Kentucky in June 1991 and in Alabama in 
May 1992. The installation in Alabama also included the new materials submitted 
for 1992. There was no installation in Alabama in 1991. 
Both the asphalt and PCC installations, in Kentucky, were placed on Interstate 
64 near Frankfort. The asphalt installation was near milepoint 52 and had an 
average daily traffic (ADT) of about 20,000 while the PCC installation was near 
milepoint 60 and had an ADT of approximately 19,000. There had been no milling 
on the PCC surface. The asphalt pavement had been in place approximately three 
2 
years while the PCC surface was about 20 years old. The dates and times of the test 
stripe installations are given in Table 2. 
All of the striping materials were placed by the manufacturers. One 
manufacturer applied the state paints. The manufacturers supplied all the necessary 
installation equipment. The state supervised the installation and provided traffic 
control. Various types of striping materials were included. Both liquid and 
preformed marking materials were evaluated. Because of the large number of paints 
that could be submitted for testing, a maximum number of 25 paint samples per 
manufacturer was established. The specific quantity limits were three colors (white, 
lead based yellow, and organic yellow), three binder systems (alkyd and/or chlorinated 
rubber and water base), three no-track times (60 seconds, 90 seconds, and 3 minutes), 
and no more than three samples made up of combinations of color, binder system, 
and no-track time. 
Each manufacturer supplied one five gallon container of each type of liquid 
marking material. The manufacturers were required to supply a two-quart sample 
of liquid materials and a 20-foot sample of tapes at the test site. These samples were 
used for laboratory testing. For the paint portion of the study, AASHTO Type 1 
moistureproof glass beads were used and were supplied by the state. In specific 
instances, a request could be made to use another glass bead for a specific marking 
material and samples of any type of glass bead used would be obtained. Different 
beads were used for STR-91-15 and STR-91-79 through STR-91-84. The same bead 
was used for STR-91-79 through STR-91-81 and the same bead was used for STR-91-
82 through STR-91-84. Primer was used with some of the thermoplastic material and 
some tapes. Use of a primer was noted. Samples were obtained of any primer used. 
With the exception of some of the removable tape lines, the test lines were 
transverse lines approximately 12 feet in length and 4 inches wide placed in the 
shoulder lane. The only exceptions were six longitudinal lane lines 10 feet inlength 
which were placed for each removable tape. The transverse lines were placed at 8-
to 12-inch centers. 
For the liquid materials (including the thermoplastic material), four beaded lines 
and one unbeaded line were placed for each sample. For the preformed tape, four 
lines were placed for each sample. For removable tape, six transerse lines and six 
longitudinal lines were installed for each sample. 
Liquid materials were applied at a wet film thickness of 15 plus or minus one mil. 
Glass beads were to be applied at a rate of six plus or minus 0.5 pound per gallon of 
paint, unless specifically designated otherwise. Manufacturers were responsible for 
machine calibration and roofing paper was supplied by the evaluators for calibration 
purposes. Each manufacturer notified the evaluators when they were ready to 
commence installation. An unbeaded check stripe was placed on an aluminum panel 
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and weighed for determination of mil thickness. After the mil thickness met the 
established guidelines, a beaded stripe was placed on the aluminum panel and 
~------~--~-~~Jgh~_l!_!o_<:he_c!_t;Il_El_ll~!l:Q_!lj)p_l!<:ati_o_n_r!!I;E!_,_ __ Aft;{!r the _ll~_!l:c!_api>_~i~:_~ioll_!!l:f;El__!ll_e_~~e~-~-----­
established guidelines, the test lines were applied. The mil thickness and bead 
application rate of each liquid sample were recorded (Table 3). 
For the thermoplastic material, the manufacturer prepared the material and 
notified the evaluators when they were prepared to install the test lines. No pre-
installation checks of thickness or bead application rate were conducted. The 
minimum mil thickness for thermoplastic material was to be 60 mils. The average 
mil thicknesses measured for the various installed thermoplastic materials are given 
in Table 4. 
The preformed tapes (both removable and non-removable) were placed by the 
manufacturers at the locations indicated by the evaluators. 
The test decks were divided into several sections. One portion of the test deck 
was used for the checking of no-track times. Unbeaded liquid materials and 
_ unbeaded thermoplastic material were placed in the another section. There was one 
unbeaded line for each material. The beaded liquid material was placed in another 
section. Two sets of two lines each were placed for each material resulting in four 
beaded lines placed for each material. The same procedure was used for the 
thermoplastic material. Two sets of two lines each were placed for the nonremovable 
preformed tape. Separating the four transverse lines into two sets of two lines each 
was done so that all the lines for one manufacturer would not be placed at one 
location. The removable tapes were placed in another section of the test deck. Six 
transverse and six longitudinal lines were placed for each material. 
No-track tests were conducted for the liquid materials using the no-track time 
requested by the manufacturer. These tests were conducted after placement of the 
unbeaded and beaded lines. A vehicle was driven over the test line at the specified 
time after placement at a speed of approximately 10 mph. The no-track 
determination was judged at a distance of 50 feet. The results of the no-track tests 
are given in Table 5. The mil thickness at which each line was placed as well as the 
relative humidity and air temperature at the time of each no-track test are given in 
Table 5. The times at which the no-track tests were conducted for each paint are 
given in Table 1. This time follows the FD code given for the paints for which no-
track tests were conducted. 
The air and pavement temperatures as well as the relative humidity were 
recorded hourly during times of installation. The application temperature was 
obtained for the liquid material at the time of the no-track time test. The weather 
conditions during the test stripe installations are shown in Table 6. 
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FIELD DATA COLLECTION 
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installation and then at monthly intervals for a one-year period such that 12 sets of 
-- data were collected. The types of data collected at the field installations in Kentucky 
included subjective ratings of the appearance and durability of all the stripes, 
reflectivity measurements of each stripe using a Mirolux 12 portable 
retroreflectometer, and subjective ratings ofthe removability and discernability of the 
removable tapes. As for the past evaluations in Kentucky, data concerning the 
brighbless of each stripe was obtained using a colormeter. A Colorgard II 
Reflectometer was used for the colormeter data. The subjective ratings were made 
with a team of three evaluators for each data collection period with the average 
reported. 
In addition to the monthly data collection for the materials placed on the 1991 
test deck in Kentucky, data were collected on four-month intervals for longer life 
materials (permanent and nonremovable tapes, thermoplastics, and polyester paints) 
on the 1990 test decks placed in Kentucky and Alabama. Data were collected for 25 
materials placed on the 1990 test decks. The same type of data and same procedure 
was used for the data collection on both test decks. 
The subjective appearance rating is the complete impression conveyed when the 
stripe is viewed at a distance of at least 10 feet before any detailed inspection has 
been made. It includes a comparison of the color of the surface under consideration 
with the original color, taking into account changes due to such factors as yellowing, 
bleeding, darkening, fading, dirt collection, and mold growth. This rating was made 
without preliminary washing or other modification of the surface of the test lines and 
a rating of 0 to 10 was made with 10 being the highest rating. 
The subjective durability rating was obtained by rating both the left and right 
wheel paths in the transverse line and averaging the ratings. The area covering 9 
inches on each side of the mid-point of the wheel path was viewed and the percentage 
of the stripe remaining (nonexposed substrate) was estimated. Ten percent of this 
number was the rating assigned. For example, a stripe with no wear would receive 
a rating of 10 while a stripe with 60 percent of the stripe remaining would receive a 
rating of a 6. 
The Mirolux 12 measurements were taken in the left wheel path and centerline 
area (center of the lane) of each transverse stripe and in the center of each 
longitudinal stripe. Reference points were marked on the pavement so the data 
would be collected at the same points each month. Data were taken for both the 
beaded and unbeaded paint and thermoplastic lines as well as for the various tapes. 
The Mirolux 12 measurements were reported in units ofmillicandelas per square foot 
per footcandle (or millicandelas). 
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'rhe colormeter data were taken in the left wheel path and center line area of 
each transverse stripe and in the center of each longitudinal stripe. Data were taken 
for both the beaded and unbeaded paint and thermoplastic lines as well as for the 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~---varlous~-tiipes:~~~~Tlie --~corormeter~-diita~~areatmenSionl.ess~-wtttr~~htghe-r lxmrumrs-~~~~~-~-~~~---
representing a brighter line. 
During each of the first six monthly inspections, one lateral and one transverse 
stripe of each removable tape were removed. After six months, all of the removable 
tape had been removed. The removability of each line was subjectively rated each 
month when it was removed using a scale of 0 to 10. A 10 rating would be for a line 
which was easily removable in one complete section while a 0 rating was for a line 
which was removable in only very small pieces. The ability to discern on the 
pavement where the removable tape was removed was subjectively rated for each 
stripe until the point that a particular stripe was removed could not be discerned. 
A discernable marking is any marking, stain, or discoloration that can be detected on 
the pavemlilnt surface under any light or weather condition after line removal. A 10 
rating was for a line which left no discernable markings while a 0 rating was for a 
line which ,was completely discernable. 
Weather information over the evaluation period is given in Table 7. This 
information is summarized by month and includes the average temperature, total 
rainfall, and total snowfall. The data were obtained at the Lexington, Kentucky 
weather station which is within 20 miles of the test decks. Information concerning 
the extent of snowplow operation at the Kentucky sites was obtained. As shown in 
Table 7, there was only 3.2 inches of snow reported during the winter of 1991-92. It 
was found that there had been only two snowplow passes at each of the sites. 
LABORATORY EVALUATIONS 
The evaluations were divided into four categories based on the material tested. 
These categories were thermoplastic, solventborne traffic paint, waterborne traffic 
paint, and traffic striping tape. The tests performed in the evaluation of the 
thermoplastic included softening point, specific gravity, bond strength, flowability, 
flowability (extended heating), low temperature stress resistance, and bead content 
and grading. The tests performed in the evaluation of the solventborne traffic paint 
included pigment content, total solids, no track dry time, viscosity, opacity (contrast 
ratio), settlement properties, weight per gallon, infrared spectra, and X-ray 
diffraction. The tests performed in the evaluation of the waterborne (acrylic latex 
polymer) traffic paint included pigment content, total solids, no track dry time, 
viscosity, heat stability, freeze-thaw stability, water resistance, opacity (contrast 
ratio), settlement properties, weight per gallon, infrared spectra, and X-ray 
diffraction. The tests performed in the evaluation of traffic striping tape included 
thickness, tensile strength, ultimate elongation, adhesion, surface friction, wear 
index, reflectivity, and whiteness index. 
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The reflectivity data obtained with the Mirolux 12 are presented in Tables 8 and 
9 for the asphalt and PCC pavements, respectively, at the Kentucky test sites. The 
data are for all materials except the removable tapes and the unbeaded stripes. For 
each material, the averages of the data taken for the four .transverse lines are given. 
The average measurements in the left wheelpath and centerline areas are presented 
separately. The materials are grouped into several categories based on the type of 
material and no-track time. 
Reflectivity data for long life striping materials (polyester paint, thermoplastic, 
and nonremovable tape) transverse lines placed on the 1990 test deck are given in 
Appendix A. Data were obtained as described in Tables 8 and 9. Data are given in 
four-month intervals for a two-year period. 
For the paint and thermoplastic lines, the reflectivity measurements for the 
unbeaded transverse lines are given in Tables 10 and 11 for the asphalt and PCC 
pavements, respectively. The measurements in the left wheel path and centerline 
areas are presented separately. 
For the removable tapes, the reflectivity measurements taken on asphalt and PCC 
pavements are presented in Tables 12 and 13, respectively. Data are given for the 
time period to six months after installation. At this point, all lines were removed. 
The data for each month represents the stripes remaining that month. The average 
measurements in the left wheel path and centerline areas of the transverse stripes 
and the center of the longitudinal stripes are presented separately. 
DURABILITY 
The durability data for the beaded paint and thermoplastic lines and 
nonremovable tape lines are given in Tables 14 and 15 for the asphalt and PCC 
pavements, respectively. For each material, the averages of the ratings for the four 
transverse lines are given. 
Durability data for long life striping materials (polyester paint, thermoplastic, 
and nonremovable tape) transverse lines placed on the 1990 test deck are given in 
Appendix A. Data are presented as described in Tables 14 and 15. Data are given 
in four-month intervals over a two-year period. 
7 
Ratings for the unbeaded paint and thermoplastic lines are given in Tables 16 and 
17 for the asphalt and PCC pavements, respectively. Durability data were not 




The appearance data for the beaded paint and thermoplastic lines and 
nonremovable tape are given in Tables 18 and 19 for the asphalt and PCC 
pavements, respectively. For each material, the averages of the ratings for the four 
transverse lines are given. 
Appearance data for long life striping materials (polyester paint, thermoplastic, 
and nonremovable tape) transverse lines placed on the 1990 test deck are given in 
Appendix A. Data are presented as described in Tables 18 and 19. Data are given 
in four-month intervals over a two-month period. 
Ratings for the unbeaded paint and thermoplastic lines are given in Tables 20 and 
21 for the asphalt and PCC pavementss, respectively. Appearance data were not 
collected for the removable tapes. 
COLORMETER 
Colormeter data has been collected only in Kentucky. Colormeter data for the 
transverse stripes (excluding unbeaded lines and removable tapes) are given in 
Tables 22 and 23. The data are an average of all transverse stripes for a given 
material. Separate measurements are given for the wheel path and centerline areas. 
Data for the unbeaded paint and unbeaded thermoplastic lines are given in Tables 
24 and 25. Separate measurements are given for the wheelpath and centerline areas. 
Colormeter data for the removable stripes are given in Tables 26 and 27. The 
averages of all remaining stripes are given. Separate averages are given for the 
transverse and longitudinal removable stripes. 
Colormeter data for long life striping materials (polyester paint, thermoplastic, 
and nonremovable tape) transverse lines placed on the 1990 test deck in Kentucky 
are given in Appendix A. Data are presented as decribed in Tables 22 and 23. Data 
are presented at four-month intervals over a two-year period. 
REMOVABILITY 
One transverse and one longitudinal removable stripe were removed each month 
for six months on both pavement types. The removability ratings are presented in 
8 
Tables 28 for the asphalt pavement and Tables 29 for the PCC pavement. Ratings 
are from 0 to 10 with higher ratings for material which was easier to remove. The 
ratings for the transverse and longitudinal stripe removed each month are given with 
--~-----------------a:n:avenrgecai.C!Ilateator""thln'iltings-over-thestuay-petioU.-1Ja:ta: ts noe-give!nvherc~---~-~--~---
the stripe that was to be removed in a given month was not in place. It was found 
that the ability of the tapes to be removed was related to temperature with the tapes 
being much harder to remove when the temperature was extremely cold. It was also 
much easier to remove the longitudinal stripes compared to the transverse stripes. 
The major problem with removal of the transverse stripes was in the wheel paths. 
DISCERNABILITY 
The discernability of each removable tape stripe which had been removed was 
rated each month. The discernability ratings are presented in Table 30 for the 
asphalt pavement and Table 31 for the PCC pavement. The ratings were averaged 
separately for the transverse and longitudinal lines as a function of the length of time 
a given stripe had been removed. A 10 rating was for a line which left no discernable 
markings. Ratings were not taken for stripes which failed and were not removed as 
part of the evaluation. 
LABORATORY TESTS 
A description of the test methods and the results of the laboratory tests are 
given in Appendix B for thermoplastic material, Appendix C for solventborne traffic 
paint, Appendix D for waterborne (acrylic latex polymer) traffic paint, and Appendix 
E for traffic striping tape. The specific test methods used are referenced. The results 
for each material type are summarized, and the specific results of the tests for each 
material are listed. 
9 
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Prismo Plastix Series A Yellow Tape P 
Plismo Plastix Series A Whfie Tape P 
Yellow Paint L·A (FD 60) 
Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
White Paint LF·A (FD 60) 
Yellow Paint L·ALP (FD 60) 
White Paint UF-ALP (FD 60) 
Yellow Paint L·ALP (FD 60) 
White Paint UF·ALP (FD 60) 
White Polyester Paint LF 
White Paint LF·A (FD 60) 
Yellow Paint L·A (FD 60) 
White Paint UF-MMP FD 
Yellow Thermoplastic H 
White Thermoplastic H 
AW-200 Whfie Paint LF·ALP (FD 60) 
AY-201 Yellow Paint L·ALP (FD 60) 
AW-240 Whfie Paint UF·ALP (FD 90) 
AY-241 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
EW-112 Enamel Whne Paint LF·A (FD 60) 
EY-113 Enamel Yellow Paint L·A (FD 60) 
AW-250 WMe Paint LF·ALP (FD 60) 
AY-251 Yellow Paint L·ALP (FD 60) 
WhnB Preformed Thermoplastic H (R 30S) 
Whfie Preformed Thermoplastic H (R 30N) 
LW·91·1·TW Whfie Thermoplastic H 
LW-91 +TY Yellow Thermoplastic H 
LW·9H·Y1 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
LW-91-1·Y2 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
LW·91·1·Y3 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
LW-91+W1 Whfie Paint UF-A (FD 60) 
LW·91-1-W2 Whfie Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
LW·91+W3 Whfie Paint LF·A (FD 60) 
LW-91-1-HY Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 90) 
LW-91 +HW Whfie Paint LF-ALP (FD 90) 
BP-6801 White Paint LF·A (FD 60) 
BP-6802 Yellow Paint L ·A (FD 60) 
BP·6803 White Paint UF-A (FD 60) 
BP-6804 Yellow Paint L·A (FD 60) 
BP·6805 White Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
TABLE 1. STRIPING MATERIALS TESTED (continued) 
SAMPLE 
COMPANY NUMBER TYPE* 
Baltimore Paint STR-91·43 BP-6806 Yellow Paint L·A (FD 60) 
STR-91·44 BP-6807 White Paint LF·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-45 BP-6808 Yellow Paint L·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91·46 BP-6809 White Paint LF·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91·47 BP-6810 Yellow Paint LF·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91·48 BP-6811 White Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-49 BP-6812 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-50 BP-6813 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91·51 BP-6814 White Paint LF·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-52 BP-6815 Yellow Paint L·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91·53 BP-6816 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
Centerline Industries STR-91·54 Cl-1 007 Yellow Paint LF·A (FD 60) 
STR-91·55 CL-1 002 White Paint LF·A (FD 60) 
STR-91·56 CL-1 000 White Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-91·57 CL-1 005 Yellow Paint LF·A (FD 60) 
STR-91-58 CL-1003 Yellow Paint L·A (FD 60) 
STR-91-59 CL-1 001 Yellow Paint L·A (FD 60) 
STR-91·60 CL-1 023 Yellow Paint LF·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91·61 CL-1 021 Yellow Paint LF·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91·62 CL-1 019 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91·63 CL-1 017 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91·64 CL-1 008 White Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91·65 Cl-1010 White Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-66 CL-1012 White Paint LF·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-67 Cl-1014 White Paint LF·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-68 CL-1009 Yellow Paint L·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91·69 CL-1011 Yellow Paint L·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-70 CL-1015 Yellow Paint L·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-71 CL-1013 Yellow Paint L·ALP (FD 60) 
3M STR-91-76 Starnark Intersection Grade Whne Tape P 
STR-91-77 Stamark A420 White Tape P 
STR-91-78 Stamark N420 White Tape P 
Pave-Mark STR-91·79 Yellow Thermoplastic H 
STR-91·80 Yellow Thermoplastic A 
STR-91·81 White Thermoplastic A 
STR-91·82 PM-1552 WhHe Thermoplastic A 
STR-91·63 PM-1552 Yellow Thermoplastic A 
STR-91·64 White Thermoplastic H 
STR-91·85 Yellow Preformed Thermoplastic 
STR-91-86 White Preformed Thermoplastic 
Safety Coatings STR-91·87 Premix TW-50 White Paint LF-A 
STR-91·88 Premix TW-51 Yellow Paint L·A 
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COMPANY NUMBER "TYPE" 
Brite-Une STR-91·89 Series 100 Yellow TapeR 
STR-91·90 Series 100 White Tape R 
Alabama STR-91·91 White Paint LF·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91·92 Yellow Paint L·ALP (FD 60) 
Mississippi STR-91·95 White Paint LF·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-96 Yellow Paint LF·ALP (FD 60) 
North Carolina STR-91·97 Premix Whtte Paint Quick Dry LF·A (FD 60) 
STR-91·98 Premix Whtte Paint No Cone LF·A (FD 60) 
South Carolina STR-91·99 White Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
_STR-91-1 oo Yellow Paint L·A (FD 60) 
Tennessee STR-91-101 White Paint LF·A (FD 60) 
STR-91·102 - Yellow Paint L·A (FD 60) 
Virginia STR-91-103 White Paint LF·ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-104 Yellow Paint LF·ALP (FD 60) 
West Virginia STR·9H05 White Paint LF·A (FD 60) 
STR-91·106 Yellow Paint L·A (FD 60) 
• The following codes were used to describe the type of striping material: 
L • Leaded 
LF • Leed Free 
A • Alkyd 
ALP • Acrylic Latex Polymer (Water Based) 
FD • Fest Dry (Number in parenthesis gives time for no-track test) 
H • Hydrocartxln 
P • Permanent 
R • Removable 
MMP • Methyl Methacrylate Polymer 
12 
TABLE 2. TEST STRIPE INSTALLATION INFORMATION (KENTUCKY) 
~-·~--------------------------
_____________ b.§l'J:i!l..lLQEQIL ____ CONCR!ITE D.ECK .......... ·-···-················· AS~!:i!\L T.PECK .. . ..... _QONCBEIE.DECK.. _____________ ~--~------
SAMPLE SAMPLE 
NUMBER DAnE TIME DATE TIME NUMBER DAnE TIME DATE TIME 
-
-
STR-91-1 6/5/91 8:30a 6/6/91 10:15a STR·91-52 6/5/91 2:39p 6/4/91 2:07p 
STR-91-2 6/5/91 3:45p 6/6/91 10:15a SnR·91·53 6/5/91 12:20p 6/6/91 12:20p 
STR-91-3 6/3/91 1:26p 6/4/91 1:20p STR-91-54 6/5/91 11:03a 6/4/91 2:16p 
SnR-91-4 6/3/91 2:33p 6/4/91 9:41a STR-91·55 6/3/91 1:02p 6/10/91 . 6:00p 
STR-91·5 6/3/91 12:32p 6/4/91 1:33p STR-91-56 6/3/91 12:14p 6/10/91 5:35p 
STR-91-6 6/5/91 12:41p 6/4/91 10:46a STR·91-57 6/5/91 10:19a 6/4/91 1:38p 
STR-91-7 6/5/91 11:2Da 6/4/91 12:11p STR-91-56 6/3/91 2:33p 6/4/91 10:52a 
SnR-91-11 6/5/91 12:04p 6/4/91 10:16a SnR·91-59 6/3/91 1:56p 6/4/91 11 :25a 
STR-91-9 6/5/91 10:12a 6/4/91 11:36a STR·9HIO 6/7/91 1:55p 6/10/91 4:23p 
SnR-91-11 6/7/91 10:06a 6/6/91 2:08p SnR-91-61 6/7/91 12:47p 6/10/91 3:05p 
STR-91·12 6/3/91 1:30p 6/4/91 3:07p STR·9HI2 6/7/91 12:16p 6/10/91 2:38p 
STR-91·13 6/5/91 11:3oa 6/4/91 1:48p STR-91-63 6/7/91 1:23p 6/10/91 3:32p 
STR-91-15 6/5/91 11 :25a 6/6/91 10:02a STR-91-64 6/5/91 12:34p 6/6/91 10:31p 
STR-91-16 6/3/91 12:00p • • STR-91-65 6/5/91 1:21p 6/6/91 11:34a 
SnR-91·17 6/3/91 12:00p • • STR-9Hl6 6/5/91 2;02p 6/6/91 1o:ooa 
STR-91-18 6/5/91 11:19a 6/4/91 2:32p STR-91-67 6/5/91 2:42p 6/6/91 11 :03a 
STR-91-19 6/5/91 12:47p 6/4/91 1:07p STR-91-68 6/7/91 9:55a 6/6/91 12:20p 
STR-91-20 6/5/91 9:51a 6/4/91 3:09p STR-91-68 6/7/91 11:12a 6/6/91 12:58p 
STR-91·21 6/5/91 2:15p 6/4/91 12:06p STR-91-70 6/7/91 10:35a 6/6/91 2:13p 
STR-91-22 6/3/91 3:12p 6/4/91 9:32a STR-91-71 6/7/91 11:4Qa 6/6/91 1:37p 
SnR-91·23 6/3/91 12:30p 6/4/91 10:57a STR-91-76 6/3/91 12:00p 6/4/91 11:0Qa 
STR-91·24 6/5/91 10:35a 6/4/91 2:15p STR·9H7 6/3/91 11:30a 6/4/91 11:3oa 
STR-91·25 6/5/91 1:48p 6/4/91 12:36p STR-91-78 6/3/91 11:0Qa 6/4/91 10:3Qa 
STR-91·26 6/3/91 10:ooa 6/3/91 1:00p STR-91-79 6/5/91 10:00a 6/4/91 2:30p 
STR-91-27 6/3/91 10:3oa 6/3/91 1:00p STR·91-80 6/5/91 9:30a 6/6/91 9:15a 
SnR-91-28 6/5/91 11:0Da 6/6/91 10:4Qa STR-91-81 6/5/91 12:30p 6/4/91 12:30p 
STR-91·29 6/5/91 3:00p 6/6/91 12:15p STR-91-82 6/5/91 1:00p 6/4/91 12:00p 
SnR-91-30 6/5/91 9:48a 6/4/91 12:30p STR-91-83 6/5/91 1:30p 6/4/91 11:0Qa 
STR-91·31 6/5/91 10:10a 6/4/91 1:00p STR-91-64 6/5/91 11:0Qa 6/4/91 2:00p 
STR-91·32 6/5/91 10:55a 6/4/91 1:28p STR-91-85 6/5/91 2:30p 6/6/91 9:45a 
STR-91-33 6/3/91 1:59p 6/4/91 10:1oa STR-91-86 6/5/91 2:15p 6/6/91 9:30a 
STR-91-34 6/5/91 12:13p 6/4/91 11 :09a STR-91-87 6/3/91 2:38p 6/4/91 9:58a 
STR-91-35 6/5/91 11:38a 6/4/91 11:42a STR·91-88 6/3/91 1:27p 6/4/91 11:33a 
SnR-91-36 6/5/91 12:58p 6/4/91 3:08p STR-91-89 6/3/91 11:00a 6/3/91 2:00p 
STR-91-37 6/5/91 1:36p 6/4/91 2:20p STR-91-90 6/3/91 11:00a 6/3/91 2:30p 
STR-91-36 6/3/91 12:10p 6/4/91 1:15p STR·91-91 6/5/91 11:47a 6/6/91 2:09p 
STR-91-39 6/3/91 2:39p 6/4/91 9:30a STR·91·92 6/5/91 1:16p 6/6/91 12:45p 
SnR-91-40 6/3/91 12:43p 6/4/91 12:58p STR·91·95 6/7/91 11:32a 6/6/91 2:38p 
STR-91-41 6/5/91 11:50a 6/4/91 10:03a STR-91-96 6/11/91 11:44a 6/6/91 1:32p 
STR-91-42 6/3/91 1:24p 6/4/91 12:26p STR-91·97 6/11/91 10:15a 6/10/91 2:35p 
STR-91-43 6/5/91 12:56p 6/4/91 11 :23a STR-91·96 6/11/91 10:38a 6/10/91 2:50p 
STR-91-44 6/7/91 10:08a 6/4/91 9:44a STR-91-99 6/11/91 10:58a 6/10/91 3:08p 
STR-91-45 6/5/91 1:09p 6/4/91 12:43p STR-91-100 6/5/91 2:45p 6/6/91 10:1oa 
STR-91-46 6/7/91 10;28a 6/4/91 10:31a STR-91-101 6/11/91 11:12a 6/10/91 3;28p 
SnR-91-47 6/5/91 10:18a 6/4/91 2:41p STR-91-102 6/5/91 1:51p 6/6/91 10:54a 
SnR-91-46 6/7/91 10:51a 6/4/91 11:08a STR-91-103 6/7/91 9:40a 6/6/91 2:57p 
STR-91-49 6/5/91 2:01p 6/4/91 1:37p STR-91-104 6/11/91 12:04p 6/6/91 1:13p 
STR-91-50 6/5/91 11:37a 6/6/91 9:58a STR-91-105 6/11/91 9:58a 6/10/91 3:45p 
STR-91-51 6/7/91 11:13a 6/4/91 2:07p STR·91-106 6/5/91 2:17p 6/6/91 11:21a 
• Not ins1alled. 
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TABLE 3. TRAFFIC PAINT THICKNESS AND BEAD APPUCATION RATIE (KENTUCKY) (continued) 
---- ---- --- ----~-------------------~THICKNESS-{MILS)------------~ - - -BEAD-APPLIGATION-{LBS/GAI:)-~---------------------­
SAMPLE 













































































































































STR-91-16 * 102 
STR-91-17 * 95 
STR-91-26 125 121 
STR-91-27 140 138 
STR-91-28 117 131 
STR-91-29 76 82 
STR-91-79 99 101 
STR-91-80 107 107 
STR-91-81 99 105 
STR-91-82 153 142 
STR-91-83 140 139 
STR-91-84 103 104 
* Not applied. 
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TABLE 5. RESULTS OF NO· TRACK TESTS 
---------------------------
·····~--~-~~-··············BESULTS _____ ...................... lliiCKNESS~-~--~-~····BEI.AIIVEHUMlDIJY ... _ .. .AIRJEMI'EBAIUBE_.~···-~····~········· 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER PCC ASPH PCC ASPH PCC ASPH PCC ASPH 
-. 
STB-91-3 T NT 14.2 14.1 5B 63 86 n 
STR-91-4 T • 16.0 • 38 • 76 • 
STB-91-5 NT • 15.9 • 49 • 86 • 
STB-91-6 NT NT 16.0 14.1 41 65 75 75 
STB-91-7 NT NT 15.9 15.0 47 60 74 76 
STB-91-8 NT T 15.1 15.3 46 65 74 74 
STB-91-9 T NT 14.0 16.0 64 61 67 76 
STR-91-11 NT NT 14.3 15.9 40 36 78 78 
STB-91-12 T NT 14.6 14.1 61 61 86 60 
STB-91-13 T NT 14.7 14.0 47 63 74 n 
STB-91-18 NT NT 15.8 15.0 47 60 74 60 
STB-91-19 NT NT 14.2 14.1 41 63 75 n 
STB-91-20 T NT 14.7 14.8 68 61 63 60 
STR-91-21 NT NT 16.0 16.0 38 5B 76 76 
STR-91-22 NT • 14.1 • 62 • 89 • 
STR-91-23 NT • 14.1 48 • 88 • 
STR-91-24 NT NT 14.6 15.1 65 59 70 79 
STR-91-25 NT NT 15.2 15.8 38 62 76 n 
STR-91-30 NT NT 15.1 15.5 63 62 88 n 
STR-91-31 NT NT 14.7 16.0 61 64 68 n 
STR-91-32 T NT 14.0 14.2 60 62 73 78 
STB-91-33 NT NT 14.5 14.5 51 68 87 74 
STB-91-34 T NT 16.0 15.0 45 64 74 75 
STR-91-35 NT NT 14.3 14.3 48 61 74 76 
STB-91-36 NT NT 14.4 14.4 39 61 75 80 
STB-91-37 NT NT 14.8 15.1 38 59 76 79 
STB-91-36 NT • 14.2 • 42 • 89 • 
STR-91-39 NT NT 14.0 14.0 48 67 87 73 
STB-91-40 NT • 14.2 • 51 • 88 • 
STB-91-41 NT NT 14.3 14.8 48 66 74 74 
STB-91-42 T NT 14.1 15.0 59 62 86 n 
STB-91-43 NT NT 14.0 15.8 40 62 75 75 
STR-91-44 NT NT 15.5 14.1 46 67 76 73 
STR-91-45 NT NT 15.7 14.5 39 62 75 n 
STR-91-46 NT NT 15.2 14.7 43 65 78 75 
STB-91-47 NT NT 14.7 15.2 59 61 66 78 
STB-91-46 NT NT 14.8 15,0 45 64 78 75 
STR-91-49 NT NT 14.0 14.1 38 60 76 80 
STB-91-50 NT NT 14.1 15.3 46 53 74 71 
STR-91-51 NT NT 14.9 14.1 45 60 79 76 
STB-91-52 NT NT 14.2 15.3 38 5B n 79 
STB-91-53 NT NT 14.2 14.1 44 43 74 75 
STB-91-64 NT NT 14.3 14.8 47 60 74 76 
STB-91-55 NT NT 14.5 14.0 62 42 86 87 
STB-91-66 T T 15.9 14.0 44 42 89 87 
STB-91-57 NT T 14.4 16.0 5B 61 69 78 
STR-91-58 NT * 14.1 * 52 • 88 • 
STR-91-59 T NT 14.0 14.6 59 41 87 87 
STR-9Hl0 NT NT 14.4 14.9 39 39 65 88 
STB-91-61 NT NT 14.6 15.4 38 36 84 90 
STB-91-62 NT NT 14.2 16.0 41 41 83 90 
STB-91-63 NT NT 14.6 15.3 37 36 85 90 
17 
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NT - paint did not track. 
T • paint did track. 










































































































































































DATE TIME TEMPERATURE ASPHALT PCC HUMIDITY (%) 
6/3/91 10:0Qa 82 88 77 
6/3/91 11 :ooa 85 99 62 
6/3/91 Noon 89 103 42 
6/3/91 1:00p 86 106 64 
6/3/91 2:00p 87 107 45 
6/3/91 3:00p 89 104 62 
6/4/91 9:0Qa 72 76 69 
6/4/91 10:0Qa 74 78 66 
6/4/91 11:0Qa 75 81 64 
6/4/91 Noon 76 87 59 
6/4/91 1:00p 77 94 64 
6/4/91 2:00p 79 95 58 
6/4/91 3:00p 80 96 61 
6/5/91 9:408 64 77 69 
6/5/91 11:008 74 80 47 
6/5/91 Noon 74 81 46 
6/5/91 1:00p 75 39 
6/5/91 2:00p 76 113 38 
6/5/91 3:00p 77 38 
6/6/91 9:008 65 64 66 
6/6/91 10:0Qa 71 69 52 
6/6/91 11:008 73 74 46 
6/6/91 Noon 74 81 46 
6/6/91 1:00p 76 82 38 
6/6/91 2:00p 78 88 36 
6/6/91 3:00p 76 88 38 
6/7/91 9:0Qa 68 70 74 
6/7/91 10:008 78 78 40 
6/7/91 11:008 78 85 46 
6/7/91 Noon 82 92 42 
6(7/91 1:00p 85 100 36 
6/7/91 2:00p 85 105 40 
6/10/91 2:00p 90 100 47 
6/10/91 3:00p 90 90 95 36 
6/10/91 4:00p 89 95 37 
6/10/91 S:OOp 87 95 41 
6/10/91 6:00p 87 95 42 
6/11/91 9:0Qa 74 65 70 
6/11/91 10:0Qa 77 65 64 
6/11/91 11:0Qa 77 65 66 
6/11/91 Noon 83 75 53 
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TABLE 7. WEATHER INFORMATION OVER EVALUATION PERIOD 




(FAHRENHEIT) QNCHES) QNCHES) 
MONTH KY AL KY AL KY AL 
June 1991 74 78 2.9 6.4 0.0 0.0 
July 1991 78 81 3.6 5.6 0.0 0.0 
August 1991 76 80 3.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 
September 1991 69 77 2.1 5.3 0.0 0.0 
October 1991 59 69 2.7 0.9 0.0 0.0 
November 1991 43 54 1.3 3.2 0.0 0.0 
December 1991 40 54 7.2 4.1 0.2 0.0 
January 1992 35 47 3.6 9.9 0.7 0.0 
February 1992 41 55 1.8 7.8 0.6 0.0 
March 1992 45 59 4.6 2.8 1.3 0.0 
Apri11992 56 65 2.1 2.2 0.4 0.0 
May 1992 62 71 4.7 1.5 0.0 0.0 
20 
TABLES. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Pain~ Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 





Paint-Solve~ Whke (60 sec) 



































































Paint-Solvent, WMe (90 sec) 
20 362 239 
398 326 
Paint-Solvent, WhKe (Premix) 
87 440 314 
377 332 
Paint-Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) 
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TABLE B. Refleetivity Data for Beaded Pain~ Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Asphalt Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 
REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS' 
-~~-~--~--~------··SAMPTE··~~--~-JUNE ~--jOIY _____ AlJG-~·-sep-·~~\JC'I----oov~-···-lJEC-···-·-···JAl'r-··-····FEB--·~w;R~--·--·;•;PR·-···--·w.v---··------~----··-
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint-Solven~ Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
32 157 110 92 
177 151 146 
39 226 145 112 














































Paint-Solvent, Yellow (Premix) 
88 293 172 
288 212 
Paint-Water, WMe (60 sec) 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 8. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Pain~ Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovabla Tape Transverse Unes on 
Asphalt Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 
······-········--····--·-.... --.. -----·---· .. ---·-·--REFI£GTIVIT¥-MEASIJREMENT.S'--·-· ........ - .......... __ .... __ , ____ , ___ ........ _______ _ 
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
NUMBER t991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint-Water, WMe (60 sec) (continued) 
64 263 228 197 
257 240 210 
65 276 259 214 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLES. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint Baeded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Asf:!!!alt Pavement (Kentuc~ (continued) 
REFUECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS' 
---~~----···~····SAT.fi'LE·········-·Juf£·· 'JULY'~ ~-AUG 
'SEP' -·ocr ·-Nov . UEC" - . JAI'< ~~FEIJ-~~~MJIR·~·-·-·-APR" ~MJiy-~-~-~- ~~--·~~~~ 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
-
- Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
63 198 178 151 135 139 129 125 123 104 112 108 102 
202 181 150 159 146 139 159 151 119 150 144 143 
68 238 241 206 198 186 172 174 169 141 142 141 133 
228 263 222 220 212 198 210 195 170 200 198 191 
69 263 226 216 197 196 175 163 155 136 142 129 112 
265 257 225 241 246 225 231 231 204 232 225 231 
70 220 175 158 154 151 138 150 122 96 76 57 50 
227 215 191 202 198 191 199 190 158 172 161 163 
71 249 194 173 155 164 163 139 119 111 115 106 96 
262 247 217 229 228 214 214 216 186 221 209 211 
92 342 272 239 230 237 214 210 189 169 162 156 138 
329 312 274 264 291 269 286 289 246 266 255 253 
96 180 151 123 126 123 116 119 116 99 102 96 86 
183 178 156 170 163 171 166 167 154 156 160 156 
104 176 143 122 122 120 111 111 107 96 100 93 87 
183 174 147 169 167 159 169 165 146 157 162 160 
Paint-Water, Yellow (90 sec) 
36 79 65 49 57 62 45 53 50 51 50 50 48 
95 71 62 68 71 63 65 70 68 72 71 75 
Paint-Water, White (90 sec) 
37 134 123 102 106 108 99 103 104 98 105 104 95 
152 136 116 131 127 126 132 140 129 143 145 142 
Paint-Polyester, Whtte 
11 244 250 216 204 218 205 199 188 171 194 196 165 
221 290 250 271 277 265 274 261 232 243 274 270 
Paint-Methyl Melhactylate Polymer, Whne 
15 337 365 315 345 249 311 298 255 234 246 232 203 
290 319 287 339 325 335 344 354 315 370 329 334 
Thennoplastic-Whne, Alkyd 
81 512 417 370 365 348 334 343 315 237 227 192 182 
495 413 370 402 367 364 384 342 332 413 436 397 
82 549 489 458 421 388 406 371 338 267 300 281 252 
557 . 506 429 445 471 470 450 439 364 437 422 422 
Thennoplastic-Whne. Hydrocarbon 
17 403 330 275 285 273 253 225 210 166 182 189 176 
384 316 277 295 280 242 308 288 281 327 334 272 
28 439 402 302 278 326 308 238 162 119 161 190 154 
411 385 294 338 393 348 384 279 270 382 386 353 
Thermoplastic·Yellow, Alkyd 
80 203 162 141 166 148 147 124 110 79 86 91 83 
213 183 151 185 173 167 183 184 145 180 173 149 
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TABLE B. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Pain~ Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Asel!ah Pavement (Kentuckv) (continued! 
---------------- -- --- " ------- --·------- .REFLECTI\liTY.MEASUREMENIS~---·· . ... -~-·~·-------~-~·-
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
-
- Thennoplastlc-Yellow, Alkyd 
83 313 269 238 235 221 220 209 206 164 170 173 155 
314 269 228 296 274 251 281 272 227 267 248 232 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
16 135 128 118 134 125 118 106 89 68 77 87 74 
157 128 120 141 125 127 149 132 117 147 149 129 
29 273 260 307 283 186 167 123 155 119 99 138 83 
274 253 283 327 228 204 235 278 260 238 237 197 
79 179 158 139 138 91 93 84 81 62 80 89 78 
184 158 145 164 168 168 174 162 142 179 164 119 
Preformed Thermoplastic·Wh~e. Hydrocarbon 
28 352 252 192 183 161 149 151 146 114 139 139 127 
341 316 293 272 220 196 191 189 134 142 157 147 
27 305 287 252 200 207 189 165 138 110 121 120 107 
297 265 259 295 277 235 295 247 233 238 272 253 
84 510 464 322 352 294 284 221 190 155 185 172 171 
518 450 397 476 456 476 470 410 376 474 455 463 
Preformed Thermoplastic-Wh~e 
86 304 307 292 332 327 316 310 298 252 286 268 229 
270 294 265 379 354 341 408 340 364 429 384 376 
Preformed Thermoplastic-Yellow 
85 184 177 170 181 166 159 158 148 159 123 114 84 
171 182 168 200 181 183 186 173 199 206 200 196 
Permanent Tape, Whne 
2 427 369 333 277 252 217 172 150 107 110 83 75 
432 437 366 410 390 369 364 379 332 366 316 289 
76 435 440 395 381 354 339 307 279 245 228 233 191 
447 466 417 438 411 437 437 403 422 411 366 392 
77 598 582 540 496 488 488 419 348 300 276 279 241 
603 590 547 610 585 542 532 507 532 512 475 488 
78 491 477 427 408 366 331 286 238 199 177 161 146 
515 518 460 522 471 505 496 469 463 453 467 435 
Pennanent Tape, Yellow 
296 212 168 128 105 88 84 82 73 74 61 48 
362 292 238 228 218 212 202 190 175 173 131 120 
• MiHicandelas per square foot per footcandle. 
"Top number is wheel track measurement and bottom number is centertine measurement 
25 
.-
TABLES. Reflectivity Data lor Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovabla Tape Transverse Unes on 
Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentucky) 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 
Paint-Solvent, WMe (60 sec) 



































































Paint·Solvent, Whfte (90 sec) 
20 408 360 
374 338 
Paint-Solvent, Whfte (Premix) 
87 444 290 
394 319 
Paint .Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE9. Reflectivitv Data fur Baaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 































































Paint-Solvent, Yellow (Premix) 
B9 345 
319 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE9. Reflectivity Data tor Beaded Pain~ Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Portiand Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 
REFLECTIVfTY MEASUREMENTS* -·····················-·····-·····-·······~~=-·=::::-·-:?· ===:::=~===~~~;:::=:;;:;::::::;:::;:;::=::::;:;;:;;;:~ 
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
.· 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 9. Reflectivity Data tor Beaded Pain~ Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 









































Paint-Water, Yellow (90 sec) 
36 63 
96 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLES. Rsftactiv"l,Data lor Baaded Pain~ Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Portland ment Concrete Pavement !Kentuc~! !continued) 
REFLECTIVfTY MEASUREMENTS* 
~~---~------------------ - -- ... 
-----------------· SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
-. 
Thennoplastic·Yellow, Alkyd 
80 209 181 162 188 175 161 111 69 88 90 91 111 
198 210 179 178 170 169 165 138 154 173 163 210 
83 344 298 303 266 233 238 202 129 173 138 138 167 
314 337 334 315 321 267 316 229 256 279 283 380 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
29 292 243 198 143 110 106 96 n 96 94 102 108 
278 230 232 256 251 204 207 143 193 104 143 160 
79 169 175 159 179 153 128 69 66 74 60 69 93 
175 178 159 188 176 152 173 155 161 176 188 194 
Preformed Thermoplastic-White, Hydrocarbon 
26 290 228 227 242 224 187 161 130 128 153 138 153 
338 336 322 263 251 225 188 163 176 174 180 196 
27 306 256 231 223 202 m 132 105 120 119 129 129 
268 270 261 282 270 2n 279 252 246 265 279 285 
84 504 314 315 213 175 157 157 134 156 187 166 184 
516 480 402 438 439 354 419 325 362 353 352 326 
Preformed Thermoplastic-WhHe 
86 242 282 240 291 288 268 276 245 238 240 226 238 
248 271 266 349 372 318 387 320 349 416 387 387 
Preformed Thermoplastic-Yellow 
85 138 150 117 152 147 134 133 113 109 96 108 100 
121 157 139 174 174 154 181 144 156 189 187 202 
Permanent Tape, VVhHe 
2 373 352 292 234 188 182 120 112 92 79 74 74 
403 415 388 374 315 291 355 231 280 266 292 311 
76 435 393 378 362 340 307 290 219 226 185 185 193 
443 492 463 472 483 455 466 388 393 428 392 426 
n 556 565 496 521 496 447 416 349 328 2n 250 274 
527 584 546 586 588 523 556 517 528 556 552 535 
78 470 474 414 398 387 307 246 189 168 133 129 132 
467 492 482 495 506 504 473 421 441 446 432 449 
Permanent Tape, Yellow 
312 183 159 109 97 74 61 47 49 47 44 50 
328 302 263 251 209 173 217 147 161 142 135 157 
• Millicandelas per square fool per tootcandle. 
" Top number Is wheel track measurement and bottom number Is centerline measurement 
"* Insufficient material remained lor measurement 
30 
TABLE 10. Reflectivity Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thennoplastic Transverse Lines on 
Asphalt Pavement (Kentucky) 
----------------- -----------------------~~-------- .. ------~·-·-·-~-·-·--RER-EGT-IVJ:r¥-MEASUREMEN+S!------- .. ---------------------- ----------------------------------
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint .Solvent, Whle (60 sec) 


































































Paint-Solvent, Whtte (90 sec) 
20 81 61 
83 67 
Paint-Salven~ Whie (Premix) 
87 108 102 
113 110 
Paint .Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 10. Reflectivity Data tor Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Lines on 
Asphalt Pavement (Kentucky! (continued) 
REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS' 
--------------------SAMPLE ___ JUNE JULY ... AUG . SEP OCT NOV .... IiEc·· .JAN"" .. ·reB lilJIW- -I'J'R- - MAY- ·----------------
--
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint.Solven~ Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
32 50 42 28 



















































Paint-Solvent, Yellow (Premix) 
88 83 71 
84 80 
Paint-Water, WMe (80 sec) 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 10. Reflectivity Data lor Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thennoplastic Transverse Lines on 




JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB 
1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1992 1992 
Paint-Water, Whne (60 sec) (continued) 
~ ~ ~ ~ 































Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) 
4 33 29 
33 31 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 10. Reflectiv[f Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thennop!astlc Transverse Lines on 
Asphalt Pavement (Kentuc!!Y) (continued) 
REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMEm-5* 
---------------SAMPLE _____ JUNE JULY - AUG -sEI'- -- 1lCI l'IOV-------ua;-------- J;>;N --- ---FEB -------Mi'\11- -- ,o;pf1---- -w.v----------------------
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
63 47 35 26 33 33 30 24 28 14 24 25 19 
45 35 23 30 33 31 33 36 24 28 33 23 
68 65 47 31 42 37 37 39 32 27 28 31 27 
69 47 36 44 39 42 41 45 33 36 40 33 
69 68 41 31 36 31 35 39 36 25 31 31 27 
68 45 -35 41 39 37 49 44 25 36 39 31 
70 64 43 35 32 36 30 36 27 17 25 28 22 
68 48 39 41 41 41 45 42 29 36 37 27 
71 61 40 31 40 36 35 39 3B 27 31 30 22 
61 49 36 43 41 43 44 43 28 36 3B 30 
92 59 51 37 43 37 41 42 36 30 28 23 27 
59 49 35 43 43 41 46 48 30 40 41 31 
96 57 46 36 51 48 46 45 40 34 42 39 34 
59 49 44 51 51 48 52 49 43 48 50 39 
104 57 44 34 41 42 42 44 47 30 32 37 33 
59 46 3B 47 42 45 45 47 35 39 42 35 
Paint-Water, Yellow (90 sec) 
36 40 34 23 28 31 27 29 31 17 22 27 20 
42 36 25 33 31 32 35 36 23 29 31 25 
Paint-Water, WMe (90 sec) 
37 69 55 43 52 32 45 50 53 36 36 41 40 
72 65 51 30 52 58 51 53 34 52 41 39 
Paint-Polyester, Whfte 
11 61 39 32 33 35 33 37 37 15 29 32 29 
65 44 33 33 31 26 33 33 17 29 30 22 
Thennoplastic-Whfte, Alkyd 
81 41 48 34 47 32 47 57 70 53 68 157 99 
43 50 41 61 50 53 59 65 57 56 124 62 
62 42 48 42 65 45 51 60 74 68 79 168 94 
43 62 58 65 55 52 56 64 68 67 168 69 
Thennoplastic·Whne, Hydrocarbon 
17 59 50 45 70 62 74 91 107 100 143 163 164 
45 37 29 50 48 46 55 58 66 77 207 105 
28 50 61 60 94 93 103 110 123 121 129 146 140 
35 43 3B 49 49 55 58 75 78 89 122 121 
Thennoplastic-Yellow, Alkyd 
60 48 39 34 52 34 34 48 54 96 51 132 68 
42 39 28 49 35 40 43 51 36 48 102 47 
83 43 3B 29 48 33 36 37 43 35 42 133 49 
36 44 34 66 33 44 51 53 3B 48 126 50 
Thennoplastic-Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
16 33 26 22 43 30 39 48 56 44 61 155 66 
35 29 20 54 32 36 48 48 41 65 175 87 
29 35 43 41 68 70 79 83 89 76 89 101 95 
35 32 29 46 41 42 58 61 51 71 91 83 
34 
TABLE11. Reflactivltv Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Lines on 






JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB 
1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 
Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec)(continued) 
~ $ ~ ~ 
$ 31 ~ 
~ ~ a ~ 
42 32 38 
~ u 38 ~ 































Paint-Water, Yellow (90 sec) 
36 ~ 32 
41 32 
Paint-Water, Whne (90 sec) 















28 59 ~ 
59 60 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Alkyd 
















































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 11. ~Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Lines on 
P ment Concrete Pavement (Kentuc~) {continued) 
REFLECTIVIlY MEASUREMENTS' 
~------~--
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV---oEC JAN ""1'EB--w>;A - ----·Aj>pt----- ---MAY" ---- - ·---·------
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Hydrocarbon (continued) 
79 61 43 30 41 34 36 40 35 40 58 55 58 
55 40 26 48 36 29 41 34 33 55 59 63 
Preformed Thermoplastic-White, Hydrocarbon 
26 74 105 97 159 138 148 148 141 129 141 130 142 
58 65 62 78 85 91 102 102 100 130 139 156 
27 51 48 38 62 40 51 49 42 47 95 63 85 
48 40 37 80 85 40 42 39 47 96 59 61 
84 73 44 45 80 75 95 115 118 121 180 150 149 
75 45 42 48 48 52 57 56 58 63 93 110 
• Milllcandelas per square foot per footcandle. 
'* Top number is wheel track measurement and bottom number is centerline measurement 
"* Insufficient maiOOai remained for measurement 
40 
<;tie \tans'I•(SG una• on 
;URE!.IENIS' fEB W>-R 
t>.PR W>-'1 
)cC JM-' 199'2. i992 
199'2. i992 
verse Lines on 




















































































































TABLE 11. Ret1ectiWv Data lor Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Lines on 
Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentucky) 








































































20 55 43 
53 48 
Paint.Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 12. REFLECTIVITY DATA FOR REMOVABLE TAPE LINES ON 
ASPHALT PAVEMENT (KENTUCKY) 
SAMPLE JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 
Removable Tape, Yellow 
89T-LW* 296 210 172 142 122 113 90 
89 T-C** 345 325 275 301 267 263 285 
89L- 350 304 282 284 273 268 260 
Removable Tape, White 
90T-LW 384 266 220 178 156 141 101 
90T-C 490 397 340 355 327 321 313 
90 L 490 386 363 341 262 280 274 
TABLE 13. REFLECTIVITY DATA FOR REMOVABLE TAPE LINES ON 
PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT (KENTUCKY) 
SAMPLE JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
NUMBER· 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 
Removable Tape, Yellow 
89 T-LW* 312 211 190 147 129 109 90 
89 T-C** 334 342 286 292 298 285 293 
89L- 359 323 320 312 314 280 249 
Removable Tape, White 
90T-LW 428 271 233 174 161 125 102 
90T-C 473 430 383 353 371 348 330 
90 L 503 427 412 388 377 346 327 
• Transverse stripe - left wheelpath . 
.. Transverse stripe - centerline . 
... Longitudinal stripe - centerline . 
41 
TABLE 14. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes 
on Aspha~ Pavement (Kentucky) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
~-~~~~-~-~~~~~~~ ~sAMPLE-~~JLiNE--JuLv~~-AuG --~sE.i'--~-ocr-~~~~-fJov-~-~-DEc--~J,.;;r;r-- ri:s -MAR-AI'l1~-~----~~-------~-
NuMsER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Palnt-8olvent, Whfte (60 sec) 








































Paint-Solvent, Wh~e (90 sec) 
20 10.0 8.7 
Paint-Solvent, Whne (Premix) 
87 10.0 10.0 




































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 14. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes 




SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Preformed Thermoplastic-Wh~e. Hydrocarbon 
26 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 10.0 10.0 9.8 10.0 9.9 10.0 10.0 9.9 
27 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 10.0 10.0 9.7 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 
Preformed Thermoplastic-Wh~e. Hydrocarbon (continued) 
84 10.0 9.9 9.7 9.7 10.0 10.0 9.7 10.0 9.7 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Preformed Thermoplastic-Wh~e 
86 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Preformed Thermoplastic-Yellow 
85 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Permanent Tape, Whtte 
2 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
76 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.3 10.0 
77 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 10.0 9.3 10.0 
78 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Permanent Tape, Yellow 
10.0 10.0 8.5 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 10.0 8.6 7.8 7.2 6.1 
45 
--
TABLE 15. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes 
















































Paint-Solvent, Whfte (90 sec) 
20 10.0 9.5 
Paint-Solvent, Whtte (Premix) 
87 10.0 10.0 
Paint·Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) 






























































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 14. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thennoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes 







Paint-Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
106 10.0 10.0 
Paint-Solvent, Yellow (Premix) 
88 10.0 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 14. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes 
on Asphatt Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 


































Paint-Water, Yellow (90 sec) 
36 10.0 9.8 
Paint-Water, Whne (90 sec) 
37 10.0 10.0 
Paint-Polyester, Wh~e 















Paint-Methyl Methacrylate Polymer, White 
15 10.0 10.0 
Thermoplastic-While, Alkyd 
81 10.0 10.0 









80 10.0 10.0 















































































































































































































































TABLE 15. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thennoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes 
on Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 







Paint-Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
106 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Paint-Solvent, Yellow (Premix) 
88 10.0 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 15. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes 





Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) 
60 10.0 7.9 





























36 10.0 10.0 
Paint-Water, WMe (90 sec) 
37 10.0 10.0 
Paint-Polyester, WMe 

















Paint-Methyl Methacrylate Polymer, White 
15 10.0 10.0 
Thermoplastic-WMe, Alkyd 
81 10.0 10.0 
82 10.0 10.0 
Thermoplastic·WMe, Hydrocarbon 
28 10.0 10.0 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Alkyd 
80 10.0 10.0 

























































OCT NOV DEC 










































































































































































































TABLE 15. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thennoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes 
on Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentuc!):) (continued) 
·-----------·--·~---------~-~------·---~---~---·---st!BJEC-TIIIE-AATIN&-----~------·---·---·-·-----···-~-----·-·----------···-------------
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 




86 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Prefonned Thennoplastic-Yellow 
85 9.2 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
PermanentT ape, While 
2 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
76 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
77 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
78 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
PermanentTape, Yellow 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
49 
TABLE 16. Durability Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Unes 
on Asphalt Pavement (Kentucky) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING -·-·~········· ·········-SAMPLC--JIJNE:;;;;;:=:;;JO;;:LY";:.=A~U;;G~· =::;s;;;E;;P=::;;o;:CT~· ~N~O~V:. :': ... ":. ~D~Ec-~·=· : ... : ... :;:JA;:;<N;:: .. :::. :::. ~l'C;;It=··=iAAR:: .. ::=--=~A:J'fl;;;;::.::: .. ::: ..:-M;;_tw--~--~~~···~·~····· 
.· 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint-solvent WMe (60 sec) 
5 10.0 10.0 





































Paint-Solvent, WMe (90 sec) 
20 10.0 8.0 
Paint-Solvent, WMe (Premix) 
87 10.0 10.0 
Paint-Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) 



































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 16. Durability Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thennoplastic Transverse Unes 







Paint-solvent, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
106 10.0 10.0 
Paint-8olven~ Yellow (Premix) 
88 10.0 10.0 
Paint-Water, Wh~e (60 sec) 

















































Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) 












































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 16. Durability Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeeded Thermoplastic Transverse Unes 
on Asphalt Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 
Palnt·Water, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
so 1M u ao 




























Palnt-Water, Yellow (90 sec) 
38 10.0 9.3 
Palnt-Water, Whne (90 sec) 
37 10.0 10.0 
Paint-Polyester, WMe 
11 10.0 1.7 
Thermoplastic-WMe, Alkyd 
81 10.0 10.0 









80 10.0 10.0 


















































































































































































































































































TABLE 17. Durability Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Unes 
on Portand Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentucky) 
--··········-·······-··-·---··=========·=· =··=···=··=··===S!3JUOEB!!!!JE;l,CT!;11Y!JCE!;l:l!RA~TJJ:IN!l1GL. ... _. ----------
SAMPLE JUNE JULY 
NUMBER 1991 1991 
Paint-Solvent, WMe (60 sec) 








































Paint-Solvent, Whfte (90 sec) 
20 10.0 2.8 
Paint .Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) 















































































































































NOV DEC JAN FEB 


































































































































































































































TABLE 17. Durability Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thennoplaslic Transverse Unes 
on Portand Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 
Paint-Solvent, Yellow (Premix) 
88 10.0 10.0 
Paint-Water, Wh~e (60 sec) 

















































Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) 









































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 17. Durability Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Unes 








Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 

























Paint-Water, Yellow (90 sec) 
36 10.0 10.0 
Paint-Water, Whne (90 sec) 
37 10.0 10.0 
Paint-Polyester, WMe 
11 10.0 0.5 
Thermoplastic-Whne, Alkyd 
81 10.0 10.0 
82 10.0 10.0 
Thermoplastic-Whne, Hydrocarbon 
28 10.0 10.0 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Alkyd 
80 10.0 10.0 




























































































































































































































































TABLE 18. Appearance Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Lines 







Paint .Solvent, Whfte (60 sec) 









































20 10.0 9.0 
Paint.Solvent, Whfte (Premix) 
87 9.3 8.4 
Paint .Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) 















































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 18. Appearance Data for Beaded Pain~ Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Lines 
on Asphalt Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 







Paint .Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
106 10.0 9.3 9.4 
Paint-Solvent, Yellow (Premix) 
88 9.3 9.2 
Paint·Water, WMe (60 sec) 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1 B. Appearance Data for Beaded Pain~ Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Lines 
on Asphalt Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
-·····-··-----··· SAMPLE"- . JUNE-- JUL'f .ADG SEP OCT -N(lV- --~ JAN l'EB---r,wr- "APff . IDlY ---··--------
--
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
60 1M a3 ao 





























36 9.2 8.5 
Paint-Water, WhHe (90 sec) 
37 10.0 9.3 
Paint-Polyester, WhHe 













Paint-Methyl Methacrylate Polymer, White 
15 9.7 8.2 8.3 
Thermoplastic·WhHe, Alkyd 
81 10.0 8.7 









60 9.3 9.3 























































































































































































































































TABLE 18. Appeararn:e Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Lines 
on As~halt Pavement !Kentuc!!):) !continued! 
--------------- ---------·-------- -- " ._.sJJBJECIIY.EBAillil>._ 
-------~-------------
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Prelonned Thennoplastic·Whfte, Hydrocarbon (continued) 
27 10.0 8.3 8.3 8.3 7.7 7.7 7.0 7.7 7.7 8.0 8.0 7.7 
84 10.0 8.8 8.3 8.3 8.0 7.7 6.9 7.7 7.3 8.0 8.0 7.7 
Preformed Thermoplastic-Whfte 
86 10.0 8.7 8.2 7.3 7.5 7.0 6.3 6.7 7.4 7.7 6.7 6.7 
Prelonned Thennoplastic-Yellow 
85 10.0 9.2 6.9 6.7 6.5 6.2 6.7 8.0 8.2 6.5 8.1 7.7 
Permanent Tape, WhRe 
2 10.0 9.5 8.9 8.7 9.0 8.7 7.7 8.5 9.2 8.5 8.3 7.3 
76 10.0 10.0 9.5 9.7 8.6 9.7 9.5 9.3 9.5 9.7 9.3 9.2 
n 10.0 9.5 9.2 8.7 8.7 8.9 8.0 8.5 9.0 8.9 9.0 8.2 
78 10.0 9.7 8.9 8.9 8.7 9.0 8.2 8.5 8.9 9.0 9.0 8.2 
Permanent Tape, Yellow 
10.0 9.7 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 8.0 8.5 9.0 7.9 8.7 8.2 
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TABLE 19. ApJlSarance Data for Beaded Pain~ Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Lines 
on Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentucky) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
----·-·----------··------SI\J.lPL~···--··-JUNE ·- -JlliY"' . AUG"' SEP OCT i'IW DEC 'JAN ____ ... 'FEe-- ·- ~R·-- ---APR _____ ... fl}.y----------·-----.. -
.-
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint-Solvent, WhRe (60 sec) 









































20 10.0 7.3 
Paint-Solvent, Whtte (Premix) 
87 10.0 7.9 
Paint-Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) 


































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 19. Appearance Data for Beaded Pain~ Beaded Thermo~lastic, and Nonremovable Tapa Transverse Lines 
on Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 








Paint-8olvent, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
106 10.0 8.9 8.9 
Paint-8olvent, Yellow (Premix) 
88 9.3 8.7 
Paint-Water, WMe (60 sec) 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 19. ApJJearanoe Data for Beaded Pain~ Seeded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovaille Tape Transverse Lines 
on Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 
Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
60 1M M ~B 



















Paint-Water, Yellow (90 sec) 
36 9.4 











37 10.0 9.3 
Paint-Polyester, WhHe 













Paint-Methyl Methacrylate Polymer, WhHe 
15 9.5 6.9 6.7 
Thennoplastlc-WhHe, Alkyd 
81 10.0 9.0 
82 9.3 6.7 
Thennoplastic-WhHe, Hydrocarbon 
28 10.0 8.5 
Thennoplastic-Yellow, Alkyd · 
80 10.0 8.9 



























































































































































































































































TABLE 19. ApJlGarance Data for Beaded Pain~ Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Lines 
on Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentuc~) (continued) 
~----------------- ------------
SUBJECTIVE RA Tlfli_G 
.. 
- ------·---·--·-----------
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
-. Prelonned Thennoplastic-WMe 
86 10.0 8.9 8.3 8.0 7.9 7.7 7.0 6.5 7.2 6.7 7.0 6.7 
Prelonned Thennoplastic.-Yellow 
85 9.2 8.9 8.3 7.7 8.0 7.7 7.0 7.2 7.5 7.3 7.5 7.0 
PenmanentTape, VVhne 
2 10.0 9.2 8.5 8.5 8.3 8.2 7.0 7.7 8.2 8.0 7.7 7.0 
76 10.0 9.7 9.5 9.3 9.3 9.3 8.7 9.0 8.7 8.6 8.7 8.7 
n 10.0 9.0 8.3 8.0 7.9 8.0 7.3 7.5 7.7 7.5 7.7 7.2 
78 10.0 9.2 9.2 8.9 8.7 8.7 8.2 8.3 8.5 8.5 8.0 8.0 
Penmanent Tape, Yellow 
10.0 9.7 8.9 16.6 8.7 8.5 7.5 8.2 8.5 8.0 8.0 7.5 
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TABlE 20. Appearance Data lor Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Unes 
on Asphalt Pavement (KeniUcky) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
SAMPLE :;;JU:;;N;;;e==-JU:;;;;:l;V ==A;;U:;;G;:::::.::;"SE;;,;P=::;:;O;:C;::I =-~NO~V~=---~··o~e~c-=···=~JAN:::=-FE::;!I!;;;::=:M:AR;;:==A:P;;;FI;:: ..: .... :.. :-WN:;·~·······~··~·~·· 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint-Solvent, Whfte (60 sec) 








































Paint-Solvent, Whfte (90 sec) 
20 10.0 9.3 
Paint-Solvent, Whfte (Premix) 
87 10.0 9.3 
Paint-Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) 


































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 20. Appearance Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Unes 







Paint .Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
106 10.0 9.7 9.7 
Paint-Solven~ Yellow (Premix) 
88 10.0 9.7 
Paint-Water, Whfte (60 sec) 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 20. Appearance Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Unes 
on Asphalt Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
. .. ..SAMPLE..:;;J[J::;:. N;f=···=···=-J;U;[y;=:::::;:A;,UG;;::::=s;;E;;P==o;CT;;::=:;;N;_;OV';' ... ":":'~D~E=C=··=···=·· ";:JA;:;:N;:=: ..::;P:EB":=. ::::;:. MA;:::::R: ..:. .:A:P:R:=.:""""MA=<Y 
N~~R 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 
Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sac) (continued) 
































36 9.0 8.7 
Paint· Water, Whtte (90 sac) 

















60 9.3 8.8 





















































































































































































































































































TABLE21. Apflearance Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thennoplastic Transverse Unes 





Paint-Solvent, WhRe (60 sec) 









































20 10.0 9.7 
Paint-Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) 

























































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 21. ApJlearance Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Unes 
on Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING ~-~~--------------------- SA""'M"'PL"E,--__:J;;;U;N;E==J;;:;U;:;Lv--;==r;~mr;;:=:;;s:EP;;:::::;OC;:::;f=~~~OV~-=--=---=::DE:C:_:_ =-=-.~A:N=---=--=--:re:a-;;:_:::_::: ___ :_1Mii:;:;;=:::_::1<.~P;;;R::: ___ :::_::: __ MA;::'r---------------------------
--
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint-solvent, Yellow (Premix) 
88 10.0 9.7 9.0 
Paint-Water, White (60 sec) 











































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE21. Apflearance Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Unes 
on Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 







Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 

























Paint·Water, Yellow (90 sec) 
36 9.3 8.7 
Paint-Water, WMe (90 sec) 
37 10.0 9.3 
Paint-Polyester, WMe 
11 9.3 9.3 
Thermoplastic-WMe, Alkyd 
81 9.7 9.3 
82 9.9 9.3 
Thermoplastic-WMe, Hydrocarbon 
28 10.0 9.7 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Alkyd 
80 10.0 9.3 


















29 9.7 9.0 8.7 
79 9.5 9.3 8.3 



































































































































































































































TABLE22. Colonneter Data tor Beaded Paint, Beaded Thennoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes 
on Asphalt Pavement (Kentucky) 
COLORMETER MEASUREMENTS -------··-··--··-""S"A:ilM"'P"LE,--~J:;;:O;;;N;;;E==J;;;U;:;LV;==;A;;:U;;;G~=;S;;;E;;:P =~oCT~=~N~O~v=~D~EC==~JA;;;N~=""'l'::;;;;E;;:B'_: __ :_ =--wilr;;;;;::: __:-p;,::;.PR';;:=.:;:;w;r~ 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint .Solvent, WMe (60 sec) 



































































Paint-Solvent, Whtte (90 sec) 
20 64.5 38.5 
59.3 38.5 





Paint-Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) 
3 41.5 26.0 
42.0 28.5 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 22. Colonneter Data tor Beaded Paln~ Beaded Thennoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unas 
on Asphalt Pavement (Kentucky) [Continued) · 




































































Palnt-Water, White (60 sec) 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 22. Colormeter Data for Beaded Pain~ Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transveme Unes 
on Asphalt Pavement (Kentucky) continued) 
Paint-Water, Whtte (60 sec)(continued) 
56 72.0 47.5 42.0 




































Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 22. Colonneter Data for Beaded Pain~ Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape TransveiSe Unes 
on Asphalt Pavement (Kentucky) continued) 
COLORMETER MEASUREMENTS 
--------- " --- ------- ------ ·- -· -------------·~--------------· 
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
62 38.0 24.3 23.0 21.0 19.8 18.0 20.0 21.8 21.0 20.0 21.0 24.0 
37.8 23.5 21.0 18.8 18.3 17.3 17.3 20.3 16.8 19.8 19.0 21.3 
63 35.8 25.0 23.3 19.0 17.3 16.0 18.5 18.8 19.8 21.5 18.0 20.3 
35.8 24.0 20.8 16.0 16.3 15.5 15.0 16.3 14.0 17.3 15.8 16.8 
68 38.3 228 19.5 17.3 17.5 14.8 16.5 17.8 18.0 19.5 18.3 20.8 
35.8 220 20.0 16.8 15.5 13.5 14.8 17.0 17.5 16.3 14.0 18.0 
69 39.5 27.5 24.5 24.0 21.8 26.0 225 228 223 228 20.8 25.8 
39.0 28.8 23.5 21.3 19.8 21.8 19.3 21.5 20.0 20.5 19.0 23.0 
70 41.5 23.3 225 21.8 20.8 26.0 19.8 20.8 18.8 18.8 15.5 17.0 
41.0 25.8 225 20.8 20.5 23.0 19.5 20.3 18.5 18.8 18.3 220 
71 36.5 23.3 21.5 19.3. 17.5 16.8 19.3 19.8 19.8 20.0 19.3 225 
37.3 23.5 19.8 18.0 16.8 15.5 15.8 17.0 15.8 17.3 14.8 18.8 
92 35.0 24.8 22.0 17.0 18.8 13.0 18.3 18.8 19.5 21.8 20.0 25.3 
34.8 22.3 20.3 16.5 15.8 13.8 16.0 19.3 17.0 20.3 18.5 23.5 
96 54.3 38.3 34.0 38.5 36.5 37.5 38.0 37.3 35.8 35.8 31.3 38.8 
63.5 37.3 35.5 38.0 36.3 35.5 33.5 36.3 32.5 35.0 32.3 35.5 
104 45.8 32.0 28.3 32.0 30.0 29.3 28.3 27.8 26.0 28.8 28.0 29.5 
46.3 32.0 30.0 30.0 28.8 27.0 25.3 27.8 25.0 27.3 28.8 30.3 
Paint .Water, Yellow (90 sec) 
36 50.8 36.0 35.0 41.3 41.0 36.5 40.3 35.0 33.5 29.5 34.8 47.8 
49.8 37.5 35.0 35.8 36.0 33.5 34.5 30.5 30.0 28.8 27.5 37.3 
Paint-Water, White (90 sec) 
37 63.3 58.5 48.3 57.5 58.5 45.0 49.8 51.5 45.5 51.0 47.3 54.8 
81.8 55.3 47.5 52.3 50.8 44.5 46.0 46.3 46.0 47.0 48.0 55.3 
Paint-Polyester, Whtte 
11 66.8 45.0 37.5 34.8 32.0 29.8 30.5 33.5 34.5 39.0 37.5 38.8 
85.5 45.0 37.0 34.5 29.8 27.3 28.8 32.0 27.8 29.0 30.5 34.0 
Paint-Methyl Methacrylate Polymer, White 
15 85.8 37.0 31.5 30.8 29.0 28.3 31.8 27.3 30.5 39.5 31.5 35.3 
63.3 37.3 29.3 28.5 24.5 228 24.8 25.0 28.0 32.0 28.3 34.5 
Thermoplastic·Whtte, Alkyd 
81 69.3 54.8 45.0 44.3 49.8 44.5 45.3 51.8 45.8 54.3 46.5 49.8 
71.5 55.5 43.0 46.0 48.5 46.5 45.0 45.3 42.0 46.3 42.0 48.0 
82 54.8 38.8 33.5 33.5 28.5 31.0 31.0 35.0 35.5 44.3 39.0 42.0 
57.8 33.0 30.0 23.0 19.5 24.3 20.5 225 24.5 24.5 28.0 32.3 
Thermoplastic-Whtte, Hydrocarbon 
17 72.8 49.5 50.0 48.3 44.3 44.0 49.0 63.0 53.8 55.8 51.0 53.3 
74.0 48.8 47.3 52.5 46.8 48.0 47.8 50.3 44.8 53.5 49.3 53.3 
28 71.8 53.3 47.5 41.5 50.0 50.8 48.5 62.3 56.3 53.3 61.3 61.5 
70.8 50.3 45.3 37.8 38.5 43.5 43.0 44.0 41.0 42.3 48.5 50.3 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Alkyd 
90 40.5 32.8 29.5 28.5 25.5 27.8 29.0 35.3 33.5 35.3 33.8 37.5 
41.5 31.5 26.3 27.5 21.3 23.5 25.8 25.5 25.3 29.5 27.8 31.8 
73 
TABLE 22. Colormeter Data lor Beaded Paint! Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes 




.JULY AUG··· •. SEP OCT Nov· ~-~~A~PR .. MAT ......................... 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
-. 
Thermoplastic·Yellow, Alkyd (continued) 
83 36.3 27.3 23.8 22.8 19.0 22.0 21.3 25.3 22.0 26.5 25.8 29.5 
37.8 25.0 22.3 18.3 17.3 18.5 17.5 19.8 19.0 18.5 21.3 22.3 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
16 41.8 35.5 29.8 35.3 26.5 28.5 29.8 33.3 29.3 36.5 34.0 36.3 
42.3 41.5 29.5 35.8 29.0 28.8 28.5 27.5 28.3 28.5 32.0 34.3 
29 44.8 36.5 32.8 42.0 36.0 34.0 39.0 43.0 38.3. 54.5 40.0 42.3 
45.0 37.5 29.5 34.3 30.8 27.8 28.5 30.5 31.8 42.5 36.3 35.8 
79 42.5 35.5 29.5 30.0 28.3 29.5 31.3 36.8 31.8 39.0 37.3 38.3 
43.5 34.8 27.3 29.5 23.5 26.8 26.0 26.5 22.5 30.5 33.8 35.5 
Preformed Thermoplastic·Wh~e. Hydrocarbon 
26 60.5 51.3 47.8 49.8 43.8 46.3 47.5 52.3 41.5 52.5 49.5 53.5 
59.3 47.0 42.8 44.5 42.8 44.0 44.0 42.8 38.8 48.3 48.8 51.5 
27 62.3 48.0 40.3 41.5 39.3 40.3 42.5 50.8 44.3 52.3 46.3 48.8 
62.8 46.8 39.3 42.3 36.0 36.8 37.8 37.3 35.8 42.5 44.5 44.0 
84 69.3 52.8 43.3 44.0 41.5 40.8 44.8 52.8 52.0 60.3 56.0 60.5 
71.8 51.8 45.3 43.5 43.8 40.3 43.8 43.5 43.0 47.5 45.8 47.3 
Preformed Thermoplastic·Whne 
86 74.8 53.3 52.3 48.3 43.8 45.5 44.5 43.8 41.3 49.3 41.3 46.5 
74.3 55.3 49.3 45.3 37.3 39.8 41.8 42.3 40.0 44.5 41.5 45.3 
Preformed Thermoplastic-Yellow 
85 39.5 34.3 29.5 34.0 25.3 24.3 25.3 26.8 23.5 30.5 27.3 28.3 
40.5 31.5 25.0 33.5 25.5 26.8 25.0 25.0 23.5 25.8 26.8 25.5 
Permanent Tape, Whtte 
2 86.5 69.3 62.0 60.0 58.0 53.5 59.3 61.0 58.8 60.3 55.3 60.3 
86.8 66.3 57.5 59.8 54.8 55.5 58.5 58.3 57.3 58.5 55.3 58.5 
76 88.0 82.5 76.0 78.5 77.3 83.5 80.5 85.0 78.8 80.0 79.3 84.3 
87.3 80.5 72.0 79.3 76.3 78.8 79.3 84.3 77.8 80.0 80.0 83.0 
77 87.5 70.5 69.0 85.3 63.8 66.3 85.5 72.8 66.8 69.5 69.5 76.3 
85.5 69.0 65.5 61.0 59.8 59.8 61.5 84.3 56.5 85.3 60.5 59.0 
78 84.8 74.8 67.3 68.3 68.8 73.3 72.5 73.0 70.0 70.0 67.5 73.3 
85.8 72.5 84.5 65.5 61.8 68.3 60.0 68.8 63.0 65.5 68.3 66.5 
Permanent Tape, Yellow 
45.0 40.3 37.3 40.8 35.0 35.3 37.8 36.0 37.0 37.3 34.3 37.5 
45.3 36.8 33.0 33.8 36.3 37.0 35.5 38.3 37.3 38.0 35.3 36.0 
*Top number is wheel track measurement and bottom number is centerline measurement 
74 
TABLE 23. Colonneter Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thennoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes 




SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 












































































Paint.Solvent, Whle (Premix) 
87 65.5 36.8 
63.3 45.8 
Paint .Solvent Yellow (60 sec) 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 23. Colomleter Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes 
on Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentucky! (continued) 
COLORMETER MEASUREMENTS 
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 · 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint .Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
32 58.8 323 31.3 



















































Paint.Solvent, Yellow (Premix) 
88 33.8 23.3 
35.8 25.3 
Paint-Water, White (60 sec) 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 23. Colonneter Data tor Beaded Palnt, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes 
on Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 
COLORMETER MEASUREMENTS 
-----~- ------~--------
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Palnt-Water, Whtte (60 sec) (continued) 
56 71.5 37.3 27.3 




































Palnt-Water, Yellow (60 sec) 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE23. Colormeter Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovabla Tape Transverse Unes 
on Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (KentuckY) (continued) 
COLORMETER MEASUREMENTS 
-~~~~---~~~~~-----~- SAMPLE~- JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FE£> MAR ----~1\PR-~-----rAAr~-~-~~~~~~~-~-~~---
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
. 
. 
Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
62 42.5 26.0 24.3 27.5 28.8 25.0 25.5 26.0 25.0 30.0 21.8 ... 
41.8 29.3 27.5 29.3 28.5 25.8 24.8 25.5 25.3 26.8 25.8 ... 
63 44.0 23.0 31.0 31.5 34.8 30.3 21.8 24.0 24.3 25.5 21.0 ... 
43.0 28.8 34.0 28.5 323 27.8 19.8 21.3 19.5 20.5 21.3 ... 
68 40.8 24.3 23.3 24.5 22.5 23.0 220 24.0 228 26.5 23.3 
-40.3 27.0 25.3 25.3 23.8 228 20.3 220 20.0 225 23.8 ... 
69 42.3 28.3 25.0 27.3 27.3 28.0 25.8 27.0 27.5 27.3 25.3 ... 
42.3 30.0 27.5 30.3 28.5 27.3 24.8 26.3 25.0 26.5 23.8 
-
70 47.3 225 24.8 28.0 29.5 28.0 23.5 ** ** ** .. ... 
43.8 325 27.0 27.8 29.0 27.0 25.5 27.5 25.5 23.0 23.8 ... 
71 43.3 25.5 23.0 29.0 28.5 28.3 28.3 27.5 27.5 28.5" 223 ... 
42.8 29.8 26.5 30.0 29.5 28.3 25.5 27.0 25.0 26.5 25.0 ... 
92 47.8 328 29.8 37.3 36.8 33.8 32.8 36.8 33.5 35.3 29.5 ... 
45.8 34.3 29.8 35.0 34.3 33.8 29.8 323 29.0 32.5 27.8 ... 
96 50.5 37.0 33.5 38.8 39.0 37.8 36.3 37.5 36.8 38.3 28.3 ... 
51.0 38.5 35.5 41.0 39.3 37.8 35.3 36.5 35.0 35.0 29.8 ... 
104 43.0 31.0 28.3 33.0 328 31.3 31.5 32.5 30.8 33.5 25.5 ... 
43.3 33.8 28.3 35.0 328 30.5 28.0 28.5 26.5 29.8 26.0 ... 
Paint·Water, Yellow (90 sec) 
36 54.0 35.5 31.5 35.8 37.3 38.5 38.8 38.5 41.0 43.0 39.8 
-53.0 37.8 33.5 35.5 36.5 35.8 29.8 32.0 29.3 32.8 31.0 ... 
Paint-Water, WMe (90 sec) 
37 87.0 57.8 50.8 55.8 63.0 51.8 55.8 58.5 63.0 65.3 54.5 62.0 
80.3 58.8 48.8 61.5 60.0 51.5 49.3 51.3 47.5 55.5 50.3 51.5 
Paint-Polyester, WhHe 
11 62.8 41.7 38.7 33.5 36.5 30.5 .. .. .. .. .. ... 
80.3 43.7 41.0 30.0 31.0 16.5 23.0 19.0 23.0 22.5 .. ... 
Paint-Methyl Methacrylate Polymer, WhHe 
15 67.0 37.8 36.0 38.8 38.0 34.5 34.5 39.0 41.3 47.5 39.8 ... 
66.0 43.8 33.0 34.5 31.8 36.8 27.3 34.3 320 35.0 33.0 ... 
Thermoplastic·WhHe, Alkyd 
81 64.5 49.8 43.3 57.8 55.3 53.0 50.3 56.0 56.3 65.3 56.0 48.0 
64.8 55.3 46.0 62.8 62.5 46.3 41.8 40.5 45.8 47.8 44.5 43.0 
62 53.8 37.5 31.5 47.5 41.3 41.0 40.0 46.0 47.8 55.8 45.3 50.0 
51.3 33.5 24.8 37.3 320 28.8 31.7 220 25.3 32.0 29.5 28.0 
Thermoplastic·WhHe, Hydrocarbon 
28 67.5 53.3 47.3 66.3 71.0 73.5 64.3 68.0 73.0 76.3 64.0 60.0 
66.0 49.0 45.5 55.0 53.8 49.0 44.3 42.5 43.3 51.8 51.0 43.0 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Alkyd 
80 36.5 31.8 27.0 328 34.8 32.8 32.0 37.0 40.5 41.8 37.8 34.0 
38.8 325 28.5 31.3 29.5 26.8 23.3 24.8 34.3 32.8 27.0 26.5 
83 328 22.3 19.3 29.0 26.8 28.0 27.8 24.8 34.8 37.0 323 29.0 
31.5 25.3 19.5 23.8 223 21.8 19.0 18.3 21.0 25.0 23.3 21.5 
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TABLE23. Colonneter Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonramovable Tape Transverse Unes 
on Portland Cement Concrete Pavement !Kentuc~ !continued) 
------~---------- -COLOBMETERMEASUBEMENIS_ -· 
----- ----·-·---- ----~----------
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP ocr NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
-. 
Thermoplastic· Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
29 43.8 34.5 32.5 49.8 52.0 50.8 42.0 47.3 49.5 47.0 41.8 41.0 
42.3 31.0 28.8 36.3 36.0 29.3 27.5 30.3 32.8 36.8 37.0 36.0 
79 42.3 37.3 33.5 38.8 37.8 36.5 35.0 40.8 43.0 48.5 39.0 38.0 
42.8 38.3 34.8 37.5 36.5 33.0 31.0 31.8 29.3 36.5 32.8 27.5 
Prefonned Tharmoplaslic·WhHa, Hydrocarbon 
26 58.3 50.5 50.0 59.5 65.0 54.8 52.3 51.8 58.0 59.0 52.8 53.0 
56.8 52.3 48.5 57.8 53.8 47.5 42.5 42.3 43.3 65.3 47.3 47.5 
27 58.8 51.3 43.0 54.3 54.8 51.5 48.5 52.5 55.5 59.3 49.5 47.5 
56.0 50.5 44.0 49.3 46.8 43.5 39.3 39.8 41.3 47.8 42.5 39.5 
84 66.8 49.5 48.5 58.5 55.5 56.3 55.3 60.5 66.5 69.5 60.8 55.0 
84.8 49.0 45.0 50.0 46.8 43.8 39.5 38.5 41.5 48.3 47.0 42.5 
Prafonned Thermoplaslic·WhHe 
130 74.5 55.5 47.0 59.5 58.8 54.3 50.5 35.0 60.3 56.8 47.0 41.0 
74.8 58.0 47.8 48.3 51.3 46.0 40.0 26.0 47.0 53.0 40.8 41.5 
Preformed Thermoplaslic·Yellow 
85 41.0 30.0 27.8 31.8 32.3 29.5 27.8 18.0 32.3 34.0 28.0 25.0 
40.8 35.3 29.3 31.5 31.0 27.0 23.5 15.5 25.5 28.8 24.8 26.5 
PennanantTapa, WhHe 
2 83.5 66.8 53.3 69.5 65.8 84.8 56.0 46.3 67.0 61.8 53.3 48.0 
85.0 66.0 59.5 71.3 67.8 63.8 60.8 48.5 59.8 84.3 51.5 57.5 
76 84.3 77.5 66.8 91.8 89.3 90.0 81.5 84.3 95.8 87.8 72.3 79.5 
84.5 78.0 71.3 92.0 88.8 85.8 78.0 62.8 91.3 85.3 75.3 78.5 
77 83.0 59.3 57.3 73.3 67.5 88.5 60.8 49.0 75.0 84.8 56.5 45.5 
82.5 61.5 57.3 65.5 61.5 62.0 51.5 40.5 54.3 60.8 55.5 46.5 
78 84.3 70.3 60.8 82.8 81.3 76.0 74.0 57.3 83.5 79.5 65.3 67.0 
84.3 70.3 65.3 77.3 79.5 73.0 65.8 54.5 69.5 73.5 53.0 63.0 
Permanent Tapa, Yellow 
43.8 36.0 33.0 52.0 39.0 39.0 37.0 30.0 40.5 50.5 30.0 30.5 
44.8 39.3 35.0 42.3 41.3 37.5 36.5 30.5 38.8 38.8 34.3 36.0 
* Top number is wheel track measurement and bottom number is canterfine measurement. 
** Insufficient material remained for measurement. 
*** Data not available for this month. 
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TABLE 24. Colonneter Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thennoplastic Transverse Unes 
on Asphalt Pavement (Kentucky) 
Paint-Solvent, Wh~e (60 sec) 



































































Paint-Solvent, Wh~e (90 sec) 
20 75.0 54.0 
74.0 58.0 
Paint-Solvent, Wh~e (Premix) 
87 72.0 53.0 
74.0 52.0 
Paint-Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE24. Colormeter Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic TransvetSe Unes 
on Asehalt Pavement {Kentucky) {continued) 
------------------~------ COLORMETER MEASUREMENTS 
--------------~·--·---
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
-
- Paln1-Wa1er, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
62 51.0 36.0 31.0 28.0 32.0 29.0 31.0 34.0 28.0 31.0 31.0 28.0 
50.0 36.0 32.0 29.0 33.0 34.0 33.0 35.0 34.0 31.0 26.0 37.0 
63 46.0 38.0 33.0 35.0 29.0 30.0 39.0 33.0 32.0 350 21.0 33.0 
46.0 38.0 32.0 38.0 37.0 35.0 37.0 42.0 40.0 36.0 28.0 35.0 
68 52.0 36.0 30.0 31.0 34.0 28.0 38.0 35.0 37.0 34.0 30.0 30.0 
51.0 34.0 28.0 31.0 32.0 28.0 27.0 36.0 27.0 31.0 30.0 30.0 
69 53,0 36.0 31.0 37.0 36.0 34.0 28.0 34.0 38.0 33.0 30.0 36.0 
54.0 36.0 30.0 33.0 32.0 24.0 26.0 34.0 27.0 33.0 29.0 35.0 
70 63.0 34.0 30.0 30.0 28.0 35.0 33.0 22.0 26.0 25.0 27.0 27.0 
52.0 33.0 25.0 30.0 29.0 31.0 32.0 33.0 23.0 25.0 27.0 34.0 
71 51.0 34.0 30.0 36.0 31.0 30.0 33.0 26.0 33.0 34.0 28.0 32.0 
52.0 32.0 29.0 29.0 28.0 32.0 34.0 34.0 28.0 33.0 29.0 30.0 
92 49.0 37.0 31.0 24.0 38.0 36.0 35.0 30.0 35.0 34.0 27.0 36.0 
46.0 32.0 26.0 35.0 32.0 22.0 50.0 24.0 27.0 25.0 25.0 29.0 
96 59.0 45.0 42.0 46.0 40.0 42.0 41.0 44.0 41.0 40.0 26.0 44.0 
59.0 43.0 36.0 41.0 37.0 43.0 46.0 46.0 46.0 45.0 42.0 45.0 
104 55.0 38.0 36.0 45.0 32.0 31.0 44.0 38.0 28.0 36.0 26.0 41.0 
55.0 38.0 33.0 40.0 36.0 39.0 40.0 34.0 39.0 42.0 37.0 33.0 
Paln1-Waler, Yellow (90 sec) 
36 57.0 44.0 36.0 36.0 47.0 44.0 35.0 46.0 46.0 48.0 40.0 48.0 
55.0 40.0 34.0 40.0 36.0 33.0 41.0 48.0 39.0 42.0 40.0 41.0 
Paint-Water, Whtte (90 sec) 
37 84.0 63.0 44.0 58.0 30.0 55.0 84.0 55.0 58.0 55.0 52.0 58.0 
80.0 59.0 49.0 72.0 57.0 57.0 61.0 58.0 50.0 63.0 55.0 84.0 
Paint-Polyester, Whtte 
11 86.0 57.0 47.0 31.0 55.0 54.0 53.0 54.0 54.0 34.0 37.0 84.0 
82.0 61.0 37.0 42.0 36.0 35.0 52.0 24.0 14.0 84.0 36.0 42.0 
Thermoplastic-Whtte, Alkyd 
81 73.0 67.0 63.0 72.0 67.0 76.0 79.0 78.0 73.0 75.0 74.0 77.0 
75.0 63.0 55.0 74.0 73.0 73.0 77.0 77.0 71.0 70.0 84.0 58.0 
82 87.0 65.0 60.0 59.0 73.0 72.0 77.0 68.0 48.0 61.0 84.0 67.0 
75.0 62.0 53.0 70.0 78.0 70.0 75.0 57.0 58.0 34.0 84.0 53.0 
Thermoplastic-Whtte, Hydrocarbon 
17 63.0 69.0 52.0 70.0 65.0 69.0 67.0 65.0 84.0 66.0 63.0 63.0 
67.0 62.0 54.0 70.0 65.0 68.0 67.0 84.0 63.0 67.0 67.0 66.0 
28 65.0 72.0 69.0 72.0 69.0 68.0 69.0 70.0 67.0 69.0 60.0 65.0 
78.0 67.0 54.0 68.0 53.0 47.0 65.0 62.0 63.0 69.0 65.0 65.0 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Alkyd 
80 45.0 43.0 39.0 45.0 48.0 48.0 46.0 47.0 44.0 45.0 44.0 42.0 
46.0 40.0 35.0 42.0 39.0 43.0 43.0 43.0 43.0 44.0 36.0 32.0 
83 43.0 41.0 40.0 42.0 36.0 41.0 47.0 44.0 41.0 43.0 42.0 43.0 
. 47.0 40.0 34.0 44.0 33.0 39.0 43.0 25.0 24.0 43.0 38.0 41.0 
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TABLE24. Colormeter Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeeded Thermoplastic Transve!Se Unes 
on As~halt Pavement !Kentuc!!Y) !continued) 
COLORMETER MEASUREMENTS 
------------ SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JA,..---FEB MAR IIPR i1rAY 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
-
- Thermoplastic·Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
16 41.0 41.0 37.0 so.o 36.0 39.0 39.0 40.0 37.0 68.0 35.0 37.0 
44.0 41.0 34.0 55.0 37.0 40.0 37.0 38.0 35.0 42.0 36.0 39.0 
29 59.0 49.0 47.0 33.0 40.0 46.0 47.0 47.0 43.0 45.0 42.0 43.0 
53.0 47.0 44.0 so.o 46.0 48.0 46.0 48.0 43.0 45.0 44.0 45.0 
79 47.0 47.0 41.0 44.0 43.0 43.0 47.0 47.0 43.0 44.0 42.0 42.0 
44.0 43.0 35.0 45.0 43.0 45.0 47.0 44.0 43.0 45.0 40.0 44.0 
Preformed Thermoplastic-White, Hydrocarbon 
26 71.0 62.0 35.0 SO.D 57.0 48.0 52.0 51.0 44.0 53.0 48.0 so.o 
74.0 59.0 51.0 55.0 53.0 46.0 49.0 33.0 41.0 52.0 48.0 51.0 
27 68.0 59.0 57.0 56.0 65.0 65.0 59.0 67.0 64.0 68.0 60.0 63.0 
68.0 56.0 so.o 63.0 62.0 64.0 63.0 63.0 60.0 64.0 57.0 63.0 
84 77.0 76.0 67.0 75.0 69.0 74.0 76.0 73.0 67.0 85.0 71.0 65.0 
77.0 62.0 61.0 75.0 67.0 74.0 74.0 75.0 71.0 76.0 70.0 77.0 
• Top number is wheel track measurement end bottom number is centerline measurement 
" Insufficient material remained tor measurement 
84 
TABLE 24. Colormeter Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Unes 







Paint-Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
32 56.0 44.0 36.0 



















































Paint-Solvent, Yellow (Premix) 
88 47.0 36.0 
45.0 34.0 
Paint·Water, Whtte (60 sec) 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE24. Colormeter Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeeded Thennoplastic Transverse Unes 
on Asphalt Pavement (Kentucky) (continued) 
COLORMEfER MEASUREMENTS ~~-·-··~····~~~----~SA~W;MIPPrrlLE~-;JU;N;E==;;JU;l;Y==A~U~G;==:S~E;P.===~O;C.,.T~=-=-~,N~IflO~'li~-=~~D~EC'-~~=-~=~~~JA~N;=:::~~:-FE;;&:~~=~~=-~~MA~R;_::: __ :::~:-AP;;;R--~~=--MA'::::;:~¥-~--~--~~-~-~-~ 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint-Water, White (60 sec) (continued) 
56 n.o 65.o 54.0 



































Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE25. Colormeter Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Unes 
011 Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentucky)"* 
COLORMETER MEASUREMENTS 
----- ··-·-·-··-···· --·--------~~~~~~;ll.l.:;:----------·--·····--···-···-··---·-----
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG 
1991 NUMBER 1991 1991 







































































Paint .Solvent, Whle (90 sec) 
20 84.0 .. 
88.0 .. 
Paint.Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) 









































SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN 
























































































































































































































































































































































TABLE25. Colonneter Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Unes 
on Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentuc!!Y)- (continued) 
COLORMETER MEASUREMENTS 
----------~------SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT Nov---oa;-- -----JAN--------re~r- -- W\R -,;p"~~------~----~----~-
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint-Solvent, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
39 52.0 36.0 31.0 37.0 52.0 35.0 39.0 66.0 34.0 66.0 33.0 
49.0 35.0 31.0 320 56.0 31.0 31.0 50.0 29.0 56.0 33.0 
41 49.0 35.0 30.0 36.0 56.0 34.0 36.0 53.0 34.0 57.0 34.0 
49.0 35.0 30.0 34.0 55.0 32.0 33.0 50.0 33.0 52.0 31.0 
43 51.0 38.0 31.0 36.0 35.0 31.0 36.0 36.0 31.0 36.0 30.0 
51.0 38.0 320 34.0 33.0 31.0 33.0 35.0 29.0 32.0 28.0 
54 85.0 45.0 41.0 44.0 73.0 72.0 45.0 66.0 38.0 75.0 33.0 
85.0 47.0 41.0 41.0 62.0 60.0 38.0 61.0 37.0 61.0 34.0 
57 52.0 45.0 38.0 40.0 38.0 23.0 37.0 38.0 32.0 42.0 32.0 
50.0 46.0 43.0 42.0 37.0 38.0 38.0 40.0 34.0 37.0 31.0 
56 51.0 37.0 32.0 36.0 43.0 34.0 35.0 37.0 34.0 42.0 31.0 
49.0 39.0 33.0 35.0 39.0 33.0 320 41.0 33.0 41.0 31.0 
59 52.0 38.0 30.0 33.0 71.0 35.0 35.0 43.0 34.0 52.0 30.0 
50.0 38.0 33.0 36.0 54.0 34.0 35.0 56.0 33.0 62.0 29.0 
100 58.0 54.0 47.0 73.0 75.0 70.0 42.0 43.0 34.0 61.0 30.0 
56.0 54.0 53.0 58.0 63.0 60.0 35.0 61.0 56.0 55.0 33.0 
102 55.0 55.0 54.0 26.0 26.0 22.0 42.0 20.0 20.0 22.0 38.0 
55.0 61.0 53.0 19.0 17.0 27.0 38.0 18.0 16.0 18.0 33.0 
106 57.0 27.0 55.0 71.0 n.o 76.0 35.0 57.0 66.0 28.0 31.0 
56.0 65.0 55.0 71.0 70.0 66.0 320 66.0 66.0 61.0 31.0 
Paint-Solvent, Yellow (Premix) 
88 49.0 35.0 31.0 46.0 34.0 43.0 34.0 47.0 38.0 44.0 30.0 
49.0 37.0 33.0 34.0 38.0 30.0 29.0 40.0 31.0 39.0 31.0 
Paint-Water, White (60 sec) 
7 83.0 69.0 57.0 72.0 53.0 67.0 70.0 51.0 71.0 52.0 73.0 
85.0 63.0 53.0 64.0 54.0 60.0 56.0 35.0 60.0 46.0 62.0 
9 82.0 72.0 56.0 67.0 60.0 72.0 73.0 60.0 63.0 60.0 63.0 
85.0 67.0 58.0 62.0 53.0 64.0 65.0 51.0 64.0 55.0 54.0 
18 50.0 71.0 57.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 70.0 42.0 67.0 42.0 41.0 
51.0 88.0 58.0 64.0 41.0 42.0 69.0 43.0 66.0 40.0 58.0 
24 89.0 62.0 54.0 69.0 42.0 38.0 71.0 39.0 71.0 37.0 63.0 
86.0 65.0 53.0 63.0 42.0 38.0 60.0 37.0 54.0 34.0 61.0 
44 83.0 64.0 54.0 69.0 56.0 75.0 69.0 54.0 76.0 53.0 39.0 
81.0 65.0 54.0 70.0 48.0 65.0 61.0 38.0 58.0 47.0 55.0 
46 83.0 61.0 59.0 69.0 35.0 76.0 75.0 36.0 77.0 33.0 63.0 
81.0 61.0 51.0 64.0 320 77.0 60.0 30.0 58.0 29.0 63.0 
48 83.0 67.0 49.0 65.0 33.0 72.0 73.0 35.0 73.0 37.0 67.0 
82.0 62.0 51.0 65.0 320 61.0 68.0 320 64.0 31.0 62.0 
51 87.0 69.0 56.0 n.o 45.0 68.0 76.0 31.0 73.0 29.0 68.0 
82.0 65.0 54.0 68.0 34.0 65.0 61.0 39.0 63.0 42.0 60.0 
55 64.0 60.0 55.0 64.0 59.0 60.0 61.0 56.0 53.0 52.0 47.0 
83.0 62.0 57.0 58.0 51.0 50.0 51.0 46.0 48.0 44.0 39.0 
56 86.0 64.0 58.0 58.0 60.0 58.0 55.0 58.0 49.0 56.0 47.0 
87.0 61.0 58.0 53.0 54.0 50.0 50.0 47.0 43.0 36.0 47.0 
86 
TABLE25. Colooneter Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Unes 




JUNE JULY AUG 
1991 
SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB 
1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 
Paint-Water, White (60 sec) (continued) 
64 85.0 40.0 34.0 41.0 
39.0 87.0 42.0 35.0 
85 95.0 35.0 31.0 33.0 


























Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE25. Colormetor Data for Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thermoplastic Transverse Unes 
on Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentuc!!}:l ... (contrnued! 
COLORMETER MEASUREMENTS 
-------~----
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN ......... FEs·········MAi:r-·· .. APR ----------------~-~----
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Paint-Water, Yellow (60 sec) (continued) 
63 55.0 39.0 39.0 44.0 45.0 39.0 46.0 46.0 25.0 44.0 31.0 
56.0 40.0 35.0 43.0 42.0 42.0 43.0 44.0 41.0 38.0 35.0 
68 54.0 68.0 34.0 46.0 45.0 45.0 40.0 46.0 47.0 36.0 27.0 
54.0 67.0 38.0 33.0 43.0 46.0 32.0 44.0 44.0 36.0 31.0 
68 42.0 39.0 31.0 40.0 39.0 38.0 41.0 36.0 35.0 29.0 33.0 
45.0 38.0 32.0 37.0 38.0 37.0 36.0 38.0 35.0 37.0 34.0 
70 46.0 41.0 44.5 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
47.0 40.5 44.5 49.5 46.0 45.0 35.0 75.0 26.0 25.0 .. 
71 41.0 39.0 31.0 40.0 40.0 26.0 42.0 33.0 41.0 31.0 33.0 
46.0 38.0 33.0 40.0 48.0 38.0 39.0 39.0 34.0 36.0 35.0 
92 44.0 42.0 31.0 44.0 46.0 42.0 49.0 49.0 38.0 38.0 43.0 
48.0 42.0 33.0 44.0 42.0 42.0 46.0 46.0 42.0 34.0 38.0 
96 46.0 41.0 38.0 46.0 46.0 47.0 45.0 45.0 42.0 45.0 40.0 
50.0 43.0 38.0 46.0 41.0 45.0 45.0 46.0 39.0 41.0 40.0 
104 47.0 41.0 35.0 42.0 44.0 46.0 45.0 46.0 32.0 39.0 42.0 
48.0 42.0 38.0 40.0 42.0 40.0 44.0 42.0 38.0 40.0 41.0 
Paint-Water, Yellow (90 sec) 
36 60.0 44.0 56.0 23.0 73.0 77.0 51.0 19.0 23.0 25.0 48.0 
59.0 40.0 64.0 74.0 69.0 72.0 48.0 68.0 44.0 29.0 45.0 
Paint-Water, White (90 sec) 
37 83.0 68.0 67.0 75.0 75.0 75.0 77.0 64.0 72.0 74.0 62.0 
86.0 67.0 55.0 63.0 70.0 62.0 60.0 70.0 62.0 65.0 59.0 
Paint-Polyester, WhHe 
11 68.0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
71.0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Thermoplastic·WhHe, Alkyd 
81 49.0 60.0 52.0 85.0 86.0 64.0 79.0 79.0 85.0 86.0 69.0 
72.0 71.0 56.0 86.0 62.0 83.0 78.0 60.0 87.0 82.0 75.0 
82 68.5 63.0 45.0 66.0 57.5 65.0 56.0 55.5 66.5 60.0 54.5 
78.0 65.0 54.0 67.5 54.5 59.0 54.5 51.5 64.0 54.5 56.5 
Thermoplestic·WhHe, Hydrocarbon 
28 82.0 74.0 71.0 64.0 86.0 79.0 69.0 72.0 75.0 76.0 68.0 
68.0 74.0 57.0 81.0 78.0 75.0 71.0 73.0 81.0 79.0 72.0 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Alkyd 
60 38.0 39.0 37.0 51.0 49.0 49.0 48.0 47.0 49.0 48.0 42.0 
42.0 44.0 37.0 50.0 46.0 42.0 42.0 43.0 47.0 50.0 43.0 
83 33.0 39.0 33.0 50.0 49.0 47.0 47.0 44.0 49.0 48.0 39.0 
42.0 41.0 36.0 47.0 46.0 42.0 42.0 43.0 44.0 47.0 40.0 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
29 55.0 50.0 48.0 55.0 55.0 52.0 46.0 44.0 48.0 49.0 45.0 
50.0 50.0 44.0 53.0 53.0 49.0 47.0 46.0 49.0 52.0 46.0 
79 37.0 48.0 38.0 58.0 52.0 55.0 49.0 49.0 55.0 53.0 44.0 
44.0 48.0 40.0 54.0 52.0 50.0 48.0 49.0 51.0 52.0 48.0 
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TABLE25. Colooneter Data lor Unbeaded Paint and Unbeaded Thennoplastic Transverse Unes 
on Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Kentuc~"* (continued) 
COLOAMETER MEASUREMENTS 
---------------- ------------------
SAMPLE JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 
Preformed Thennoplastic-White, Hydrocal1lon 
26 64.0 58.0 60.0 66.0 62.0 65.0 55.0 
62.0 66.0 55.0 70.0 66.0 63.0 59.0 
27 52.0 58.0 40.0 76.0 75.0 71.0 69.0 
60.0 62.0 49.0 71.0 68.0 67.0 55.0 
64 62.0 71.0 60.0 69.0 62.0 60.0 75.0 
74.0 79.0 67.0 81.0 81.0 70.0 73.0 
* Top number is wheel track measurement and bottom number is centerine measurement 
** InSufficient material remained for measurement 



























TABLE 26. COLORMETER DATA FOR REMOVABLE TAPE LINES ON 
ASPHALT PAVEMENT (KENTUCKY) 
--~---------- SAMPLE JON JOe---- AUG SEP ___ l)CI ____ ---NOV ····--DEC"~·---·-----·--------·--·-----
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 
. 
. 
Removable Tape, Yellow 
89 T-LW* 49.0 40.5 37.2 41.8 38.0 41.5 40.0 
89 T·C** 49.7 42.3 39.0 39.8 38.0 38.5 38.0 
89L*** 50.7 43.3 42.0 41.0 39.3 38.5 39.0 
Removable Tape, White 
90T·LW 86.7 72.2 64.6 68.8 67.0 69.0 69.0 
90T·C 86.5 74.8 70.0 69.3 69.3 67.5 66.0 
90 L 85.8 77.0 76.0 73.0 68.3 72.0 72.0 
TABLE 27. COLORMETER DATA FOR REMOVABLE TAPE LINES ON 
PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT (KENTUCKY) 
SAMPLE JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 
Removable Tape, Yellow 
89 T·LW* 46.8 38.3 34.2 44.8 44.0 42.0 42.0 
89 T·C** 46.8 40.8 38.4 44.3 43.0 41.0 38.0 
89 L*** 48.7 42.0 39.4 46.0 44.0 44.0 41.0 
Removable Tape, White 
90T-LW 83.2 72.3 62.2 81.5 80.0 78.0 69.0 
90T·C 82.2 75.2 69.0 80.8 79.3 72.5 69.0 
90 L 86.0 77.2 74.6 86.5 84.3 83.5 76.0 
• Transverse stripe · left wheelpath . 
.. Transverse stripe · centerline . 
... Longitudinal stripe · centerline . 
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TABLE 28. REMOVABILITY RATINGS FOR REMOVABLE TAPE LINES ON 
ASPHALTPAVEMENT{KENTUC~ 
SAMPLE JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 AVG 
-. 
Removable Tape, Yellow 
89T* 10.0 9.3 5.0 6.0 6.0 0.0 6.1 
89L** 10.0 9.7 9.0 9.0 8.7 9.0 9.2 
Removable Tape, While 
SOT 10.0 9.3 5.0 8.0 6.3 0.0 6.4 
90 L 10.0 9.3 9.0 8.0 8.7 9.0 9.0 
TABLE 29. REMOVABILITY RATINGS FOR REMOVABLE TAPE LINES ON 
PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT {KENTUC~ 
SAMPLE JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
NUMBER 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 1991 AVG 
Removable Tape, Yellow 
89T* 9.7 8.7 5.0 6.0 3.3 0.0 5.5 
89L** 10.0 8.7 10.0 9.2 8.0 9.0 9.2 
Removable Tape, While 
90T 9.0 8.7 4.7 9.0 1.0 5.0 6.2 
90 L 9.0 8.7 10.0 10.0 8.7 9.3 9.3 
• Transverse stripe. 
** Longitudinal stripe. 
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TABLE30. DISCERNABILilY RATINGS FOR REMOVABLE TAPE LINES ON 
ASPHALT PAVEMENT (KENTUCKY) 
~·---·--------------~--------~---------------~·- --~-~~-~·_f,10NTHS~ AFTER REMOVAL 
SAMPLE ------------
NUMBER 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Removable Tape, Yellow 
891" 6.1 7.4 8.1 8.8 9.2 9.5 9.6 9.9 10.0 10.0 10.0 
B9L'* 6.5 8.0 8.7 9.1 9.4 9.4 9.5 9.8 9.8 10.0 10.0 
Removable Tape, Wilke 
90T 6.3 7.9 8.4 9.0 9.6 9.6 9.7 9.8 9.8 9.9 10.0 
90L 6.5 7.9 8.7 9.1 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.6 9.4 9.9 10.0 
TABLE 31. DISCERNABILilY RATINGS FOR REMOVABLE TAPE LINES ON 
PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT (KENTUCKY) 
MONTHS AFTER REMOVAL 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 0 2 3 4 5 .6 7 8 9 10 
Removable Tapa, Yellow 
891" 6.7 6.3 7.3 7.7 7.9 8.4 8.9 9.1 9.2 9.7 10.0 
89 L'* 6.9 7.5 8.1 8.4 8.7 9.2 9.3 9.4 9.8 10.0 10.0 
Removable Tapa, WhHe 
90T 6.5 6.8 7.8 7.7 8.3 8.9 8.9 9.2 9.4 9.7 9.7 
90L 6.7 7.6 8.1 8.3 8.8 9.2 9.3 9.4 9.8 10.0 10.0 
* Transverse stripe. 




TWO-YEAR SUMMARY OF DATA FOR 1990 TEST DECKS 
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• The following codes were used to describe the type of striping material: 
TYPE* 
Director White Tape P 
Director Yellow Tape P 
Scotchlane Tape NR Yellow 
Construction Grade Series 5161 
Scotchlane Tape NR White 
Construction Grade Series 5160 
Stamark Tape P Yellow 
Intersection Grade N361 
Stamark Tape P White 
Intersection Grade N360 
Stamark Pliant Polymer P 
·Yellow Tape Series 5731 
Stamark P WhHe Tape Series 320 
Stamark P Yellow Tape Series 321 
Stamark Pliant Polymer P 
Yellow Tape Series 3511 
Stamark Pliant Polymer P 
WhHe Tape Series 350 
Stamark Pliant Polymer P 
Yellow Tape Series A381 
Stamark Pliant Polymer P 
WhHe Tape Series A380 
Prismo Plastix Series A 
WhHeTape P 
Prismo Plastix Series A 
Yellow Tape P 
Whne Polyester Paint LF 
Yellow Polyester Point L 
WhHe Extruded Thermoplastic LF·A 
Yellow Extruded Thermoplastic L-A 
Yellow Tape Series 1 000 P 
WhHe Tape Series 1000 P 
WhHe Extruded Thermoplastic 
Two-Component Cold Curing 
L-Leaded LF-Lead Free A-Alkyd ALP-Acrlylic Latex Polymer 
CP- Chlorinated Polyelefin FD-Fasy Dry H-Hydrocarbon 









Paint • Polyester, White 
70" 190 206 
225 248 
Paint· Polyester, Yellow 
71 127 94 
130 122 
Thermoplastic -White, Alkyd 
72 321 103 
287 207 
Thermoplast~ • White, Cold Curing 
76 309 295 
294 316 
Thermoplastic· Yellow, Alkyd 
73 155 142 
172 207 
Thermoplastic· Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
52 209 207 
213 241 
Permanent Tape, VVh~e 
1 330 273 
331 341 




































Temporary Tepe, White 
14 524 527 
550 804 
Permanent Tape, Yellow 
2 192 140 
209 199 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE A2. Reflectivity Data for Long Life Striping Materials !Kentucky) !RTF 90l {continued) 
REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENT' 
~---~------------SAMf!LE SEPTB!L-~ -- __.!AN9L. .MAY9L. _ 
"As?R).W91= JAN92 MAY92 NUMBER ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC "ASPR:.&iCI Pee- ASPFIJ>J:TPCC"·~-~---------------
Permanent Tape, Yellow (continued) 
74 318 288 159 130 70 71 83 53 43 50 42 54 
301 332 230 345 130 304 104 215 87 217 55 188 
Temporary Tape, Yellow 
13 369 335 250 249 128 143 123 97 108 80 112 71 
383 425 316 441 204 379 171 309 132 287 110 285 
" Millicandelas ~r square foot per footcandle. 
• Top number is left wheel track measurement and bottom number is centerline measurements. 
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TABLE A3. Aelleetivity Data for Long Life Striping MaterieJs (Alabama) (RTF 90) 
AEFLEC'TlVITY MEASUREMENT" 
--~-~----~----·-SiWPI:E-···I\UG9li-~--LJEC91J---~""""""'A'91 AUG~ Ee911'1 ---,AFR!li!-~· 
--
NUMBER ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC 






















































































































































































































































































































TABLEA3. Reflectivity Data for Long U1e Striping Materials (Alabama) (RTF 90) (continued) 
REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENT' 
---~------- -----~----·· 
---------· -- ·-·· 
--------------------------·-------------
SAMPLE AUG90 DEC90 APR91 AUG91 DEC91 APR92 
NUMBER ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC . ASPHALT PCC 
Temporary Tape, White 
14 319 355 186 158 154 126 186 136 175 158 239 102 
511 492 362 377 373 296 280 190 254 191 297 181 
Pennanent Tape, Yellow 
2 147 149 85 105 99 86 75 89 72 76 122 76 
160 262 120 189 129 154 119 121 84 106 136 95 
15 336 336 229 272 208 201 224 191 196 179 265 158 
346 392 321 341 322 287 277 198 247 207 325 227 
21 239 208 118 93 85 62 118 69 102 54 144 75 
271 294 225 198 215 151 170 95 127 80 170 92 
28 522 474 362 293 308 202 342 220 269 237 362 161 
636 650 529 570 479 454 443 286 397 286 411 253 
29 307 298 210 189 197 148 165 136 136 130 204 139 
292 375 217 255 217 220 172 136 141 130 186 157 
31 461 367 354 275 327 241 294 262 271 232 313 187 
440 490 428 410 428 360 365 289 351 265 339 317 
59 187 170 44 92 0 60 0 70 0 86 0 86 
239 295 89 213 0 171 0 103 0 91 0 86 
74 ·298' 280 179 192 166 98 192 107 114 94 253 84 
300 344 264 269 264 230 248 132 174 120 250 123 
Temporary Tape, Yellow 
13 239 248 141 130 132 101 133 105 125 121 181 87 
373 372 276 270 252 231 220 176 186 186 237 154 
* Millicandelas per square foot per tootcandle. 
1dt Top number is left wheel track measurement and bottom number is centerline measurements. 
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-uEC90 APR91 AtJG~---1lEC9 --APR-----···················-----········-




70 10.0 9.9 9.9 8.4 9.3 6.8 9.5 6.7 9.3 6.1 9.3 5.8 
Paint-Polyester, Yellow 
71 10.0 9.6 9.7 8.5 9.0 7.5 9.0 7.1 8.8 5.8 8.8 5.6 
Thermoplast~·White, Alkyd 
72 10.0 10.0 9.7 9.7 9.0 9.3 9.0 9.2 8.3 9.1 9.0 8.4 
Thermoplastic-White, Cold Curing 
78 10.0 10.0 9.9 10.0 8.8 10.0 9.9 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Alkyd 
73 10.0 10.0 9.7 9.2 9.0 8.3 9.0 8.2 8.3 8.2 9.3 7.8 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
B2 10.0 10.0 9.5 10.0 9.3 9.5 9.0 9.7 8.7 9.7 9.3 8.5 
Permanent Tape, Whne 
1 10.0 '10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.7 
16 9.7 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 10.0 9.4 9.6 8.6 
19 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.6 
20 9.8 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
27 10.0 10.0 9.9 9.2 8.5 9.0 8.1 7.8 8.2 8.5 8.2 7.3 
30 9.9 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
32 taO 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
58 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
75 9.8 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Temporary Tape, White 
14 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.0 8.2 9.0 7.3 7.8 8.3 8.3 8.0 8.0 
Permanent Tape, Yellow 
2 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
15 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.0 10.0 8.0 
21 10.0 9.7 10.0 9.8 10.0 9.8 10.0 9.5 10.0 9.7 10.0 9.3 
28 10.0 9.8 9.0 8.3 7.0 7.7 6.7 6.8 6.3 7.7 6.3 5.9 
29 9.9 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
31 10.0 io.o 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
59 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
74 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Temporary Tape, Yellow 
13 10.0 9.7 9.0 8.3 7.4 7.7 6.7 6.6 7.6 10.0 6.7 5.5 
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SAMPLE AUG90 DEC90 APR91 AUG91 DED91 APR92 
NUMBER ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC 
Paint.Po~oster, Whits 
70 9.7 9.8 8.3 7.7 6.9 7.4 6.5 6.5 6.7 6.1 6.4 5.4 
Pllint-Po~ester, Yellow 
71 10.0 9.5 9.3 8.2 7.5 7,5 7.7 7.3 7.5 6.9 7.3 6.7 
Thermoplastic-White, PJkyd 
72 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.7 9.4 10.0 9.0 9.7 8.3 9.7 8.6 
Th"""oplestic·Whlte, Cold Curing 
78 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 9.4 9,8 9.8 8.7 9.3 8.3 9.0 8,0 
Thermoplastic· Yellow, PJkyd 
73 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.5 9.4 10.0 9.0 9.7 7.7 9.5 B.O 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
62 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.5 9.9 10.0 as Q7 a3 a3 9.2 
Permanent Tape, White 
I 10,0 10.0 9.5 9.2 8.5 9.5 9.5 9.8 7.3 B.B 8.7 7.3 
16 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.7 10.0 10.0 10.0 8.1 9.1 7.8 9.0 
19 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.3 10.0 10.0 9.5 9.8 9.6 9.3 9.0 
20 10.0 10.0 9.8 10.0 9.1 10.0 9.0 9.9 8.4 9.3 7.5 8.5 
27 10.0 10.0 9.0 8.7 8.5 8,9 8.9 7.6 8.2 7.5 B. 1 7,3 
30 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.2 9.7 10.0 9.8 9.5 9.7 9,2 9.0 
32 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.6 10.0 9.5 10.0 9.5 9.7 9.5 9.0 
58 5.0 10.0 0.0 9.9 0.0 9.7 0.0 9.0 0.0 8.2 0.0 8.0 
75 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.0 
Temporary Tope, Whfte 
14 10.0 10.0 9.0 8.7 8.7 8,9 9.0 8.7 9.0 8.2 8.7 7.8 
Permanent Tape, Yellow 
2 10.0 10.0 9.8 9.3 8.7 9.9 9.7 9.3 9.0 8.3 8.3 7.3 
15 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.7 10.0 10.0 9.8 6.2 9.3 6.6 9.4 
21 10.0 10.0 9.9 9.3 9.3 9.8 9.7 9.1 8.0 8.5 7.5 9.5 
2B as 9.8 as a7 a2 as ao 7.3 8.0 7.3 7.8 7.7 
29 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.5 10.0 10.0 9.8 9.8 10.0 9.2 10.0 
31 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.7 10.0 9.9 10.0 9.4 9.7 9.5 10.0 . 
59 10.0 10.0 4.8 10.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 9.5 0.0 8.5 0.0 8.5 
74 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.5 9.8 9.7 10.0 
Temporary Tope, Yellow 
13 9.8 10.0 8.7 8.7 8.3 9.0 8.5 8.0 8.5 7.4 8.2 7.0 
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TABLE AS. Appearance Data ior Long Life Striping Materials (Kentucky) (RTF 90) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
------------------ ------~--~~-sAM"fii:E~-·--·~AUG9i:f···············~--li'EC9a······················,•J'Rar·· AUG91 '"'---oEC91"'"'"' ......... AI'Rsz .. ~-~ .. -------------------~---------------------




70 7.1 6.5 6.7 6.4 5.9 6.0 5.7 5.2 5,2 5.3 4.5 5.3 
Paint-Polyester, Yellow 
71 7.4 7.3 7.7 7.0 7.0 5.8 5.8 5.8 6.0 5.7 5.2 4.8 
Thermoplastic-White, Alkyd 
72 8.7 8.0 8.7 8.3 8.9 8.3 7.8 7.7 6.3 7.7 7.3 7.5 
Thermoplastic-White, Cold Curing 
76 6.3 5.9 7.0 6.3 6.7 6.7 6.0 5.7 6.5 6.0 5.3 6.0 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Alkyd 
73 a3 6.3 9,3 69 83 8.3 7.7 7.8 8.3 8.3 7.8 8.0 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
62 9.3 8.9 9.0 8.7 9o3 9.2 8.2 8.2 9.0 8.3 8.5 8.0 
Permanent Tap~ Whtte 
7.1 6.7 7.4 6.5 7.5 6.5 7.0 6.3 7.2 6.7 10.0 6.0 
16 9.7 9.5 8.9 8.7 8.9 8.7 8.5 8.0 6.0 7.8 9.2 7.5 
19 9.5 9.2 9.2 8.9 9.2 8.9 8.5 7.8 8.5 8.0 7.7 7.8 
20 9.5 9.2 9.2 8.7 9.0 8.9 8.3 7.7 8.3 8.0 7.7 7.0 
27 7.0 6.3 6.9 6.0 6.9 6.2 6.5 5.5 6.5 5.7 6.0 5.5 
30 7.7 7.2 7.9 7.0 7.3 6.9 7.2 6.5 7.3 7.2 6.5 6.2 
32 9.0 8.2 87 7.9 83 7.9 82 7.5 83 7.5 7.2 6.5 
56 9.4 9.0 9.0 8.4 5.6 8.3 7.7 7.8 7.7 7.8 7.2 7.0 
75 8.8 8.0 8.5 7.9 5.7 7.7 7.8 7.0 7.8 7.6 7.3 6.5 
Temporary Tspe, White 
14 7.5 6.7 7.9 7.0 7.5 6.7 7.2 6.0 7.5 6.2 6.8 6.2 
Permanent Tape, Yellow 
2 6.5 5.7 6.9 6.2 4.7 6.0 6.8 5.8 7.0 6.3 6.5 5.5 
15 9.7 9.4 9.3 9.2 9.3 9.2 8.8 8.5 8.7 8.0 8.3 7.5 
21 8.9 8.5 9.0 8.4 8.9 8.4 7.8 7.7 8.2 7.7 7.5 7.0 
28 7.7 6.7 7.9 7.0 7.4 6.3 7.2 6.0 6.5 5.8 5.7 5.7 
29 8.0 7.7 8.4 7.9 7.7 7.7 7.3 7.0 7.7 7.2 6.7 as 
31 9.2 8.5 9.1 8.5 8.8 8.0 8.1 7.5 8.3 7.5 7.5 7.2 
59 9.3 8.7 8.5 7.9 7.1 7.5 8.0 6.8 8.0 7.5 7.9 6.3 
74 9.2 9.5 9.2 9.0 6.2 8.9 8.7 8.8 8.7 8.2 8.3 7.2 
Temporary Tspe, Yellow 
13 7.9 6.5 8.5 7.4 7.7 6.7 7.3 6.3 6.7 6.2 6.0 6.0 
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TABL.EA7. Appearance Data for Long Ufe Stnping MatoneJs (,>Jabama) (RTF 90) 
SUBJEC'TlVE RATING 
S,>JMPLE AUG90 DEC90 ,>JPR91 AUG91 DEC91 ,>JPR92 
NUMBER ASPH,>JL T PCC ASPH,>JLT PCC ASPH,>JL T PCC ASPH,>JlT PCC ASPH,>JLT PCC ASPH,>JLT PCC 
Paint.Po~ester, White 
70 9.3 9.7 7.8 7.3 6.1 5.7 7.0 6.0 7.1 6.0 6.7 5.4 
Psint.Po~ester, Yellow 
71 10.0 9.8 9.3 8.2 7.4 6.9 7.9 7.5 7.7 7.0 7.7 6.7 
Thermoplestic·White, ,>Jkyd 
72 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 9.0 10.0 9.0 9.7 8.7 9.7 8.6 
Thermoplesl~·White, Cold Cunng 
78 10.0 9.7 9.7 9.1 9.2 8.0 9.8 8.5 9.2 8.0 9.2 8.0 
Thermoplestic·Yellew<, ,>Jkyd 
73 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.7 9.3 10.0 9.0 9.7 8.0 9.7 8.0 
Thermoplastic-Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
62 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 9.7 IUO 10.0 10.0 9.5 9.2 9.7 9.2 
PennanentTape, VVh~e 
1 9.7 9.3 9.4 9.0 7.8 7.4 7.7 7.3 7.3 7.8 7.5 7.3 
16 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 9.2 10.0 . 7.2 7.8 9.1 as 9.0 
19 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.3 8.7 10.0 9.0 9.8 8.7 9.2 9.0 
20 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 9.3 8.7 9.5 9.0 8.7 8.2 8.3 8.5 
27 9.3 9.3 9.0 8.3 8.2 7.4 8.0 7.5 8.0 7.3 8.0 7.3 
30 9.8 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.0 8.7 9.0 9.1 9.0 8.8 8.8 9.0 
32 10.0 10.0 9.9 10.0 9.2 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.3 9.5 9.0 
58 5.0 10.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 8.6 0.0 9.0 0.0 8.2 0.0 8.0 
75 9.8 10.0 10.0 9.7 9.5 9.2 9.0 9.0 8.8 9.2 8.8 9.0 
Temporary Tape, White 
14 9.3 9.3 9.0 8.8 8.5 7.3 9.0 8.0 9.0 8.0 8.7 7.8 
Permanent Tape, Yellow 
2 9.7 9.3 9.5 9.0 8.4 7.3 8.5 7.2 7.9 7.7 7.7 7.3 
15 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.6 9.5 10.0 10.0 5.0 9.4 5.2 9.4 
21 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.5 9.3 9.0 10.0 10.0 9.0 9.2 8.6 9.5 
28 9.3 9.7 9.0 8.7 8.2 7.7 8.0 8.0 8.0 7.7 8.0 7.7 
29 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.5 9.3 9.8 10.0 9.7 9.8 9.2 10.0 
31 10.0 10.0 9.9 10.0 9.6 9.3 9.9 10.0 9.3 9.7 9.5 10.0 . 
59 10.0 10.0 4.5 10.0 0.0 9.0 0.0 9.5 0.0 8.5 0.0 8.5 
74 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 9.5 10.0 9.8 9.5 9.7 9.6 10.0 
Tempormy Tape, Yellow 
13 9.3 9.7 9.0 8.8 8.7 7.7 9.0 8.0 8.8 7.5 8.3 7.0 
103 
TABLE Aa Colonneter Dala for Long Ute Stnping Malenals (Kentucky) (RTF 90) 
CCLORMETER MEASUREMENT 
-------------------~~--------uEC90--------~R!!r ______ -AtlCl91----------ilEe!I1·-··---------------·AFR92------··-----·--·---------·-·-------··· 



























































































































































































































































































































































































SAMPUE AUG90 DEC90 APR91 AUG91 DEC91 APR92 
NUMBER AEPHAL T PCC AEPHALT PCC AEPHALT PCC AEPHALT PCC AEPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC 
-
-
Temporal'f Tape, White 
14 37 41 58 61 47 39 35 45 42 39 43 44 
39 38 51 51 41 35 38 43 40 39 39 44 
Permanent Tape, Yellow 
2 22 21 32 34 27 21 25 30 29 30 27 28 
20 16 30 25 24 14 22 24 27 22 26 19 
15 41 40 42 41 39 34 34 35 37 35 35 33 
35 39 41 42 37 34 33 36 35 34 35 35 
21 34 33 37 40 34 31 31 32 35 36 33 32 
33 35 39 39 32 29 30 33 32 32 32 33 
26 22 21 30 35 26 24 23 25 25 26 29 27 
21 21 26 30 25 20 21 22 23 23 22 20 
29 29 31 36 39 30 27 27 30 35 30 26 27 
30 29 35 35 27 25 26 30 31 30 27 28 
31 39 34 39 36 31 27 28 30 36 34 29 30 
38 32 36 35 30 23 27 32 26 29 30 29 
59 37 31 37 34 31 18 26 26 26 24 29 28 
31 33 30 35 29 19 29 30 26 27 30 27 
74 31 35 37 36 33 24 30 33 35 34 35 34 
34 35 39 39 32 23 31 37 34 34 34 32 
Te~OfBJY Tape, Yellow 
13 26 23 33 36 27 23 24 28 28 29 30 23 
24 22 26 29 25 19 23 31 24 28 24 26 
* Millicandelas per square 1oot per tootcandle. 
































PREMARK R 305 









TEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACILITY 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR: 1991 
~** THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL , .. 
SOFT 
TYPE PT. SPEC 
TYPE CODE COLOR OEG F GRAV 
HYDROCARBON LH YELLOW 231 2 03 
HYDROCARBON LFH WHITE 228 2.08 
HYDROCARBON LFH WHITE 216 2.03 
HYDROCARBON LFH WHITE 215 1. 95 
HYDROCARBON LFH WHITE 224 1.94 
HYDROCARBON LH YELLOW 216 1. 97 
HYDROCARBON LH YELLOW 216 1. 98 
ALKYD LA YELLOW 214 2.09 
ALKYD LFA WHITE 215 2. 14 
ALKYD LFA WHITE 219 2. 14 
ALKYD LA YELLOW 213 2. 11 
HYDROCARBON LFH WHITE 220 1.99 
BONO FLOW LOW TEMP 
STRENGTH EXT. STRESS 
LB/SQ.IN FLOW HEAT RESIST 
51 15 10 NO CRACKS 
41 12 10 NO CRACKS 
91 9 9 NO CRACKS 
84 11 8 NO CRACKS 
77 9 7 NO CRACKS 
97 7 6 NO CRACKS 
89 11 9 NO CRACKS 
99 14 A SHED NO CRACKS 
118 15 23 NO CRACKS 
98 10 20 NO CRACKS 
99 12 35 NO CRACKS 






















TEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACILITY 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR: 1991 
*** THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL *** 
PRODUCT TYPE 
NAME TYPE CODE COLOR 
INTERMAK 2000 HYDROCARBON LH YELLOW 
I NTE RMAK 2000 HYDROCARBON LFH WHITE 
PREMARK R 305 HYDROCARBON LFH WHITE 
PREMARK R 30N HYDROCARBON LFH WHITE 
LW91-1-TW HYDROCARBON LFH WHITE 
LW91-1-TY HYDROCARBON LH YELLOW 
PAVE-MARK HYDROCARBON LH YELLOW 
PAVE-MARK ALKYD LA YELLOW 
PAVE-MARK ALKYD LFA WHITE 
PAVE-MARK 1552 ALKYD LFA WHITE 
PAVE-MARK 1552 ALKYD LA YELLOW 
PAVE-MARK HYDROCARBON LFH WHITE 
RESIDUE NOT ALL BEADS DUE TO INADEQUACY OF AASHTO T 250-77 
VALUES UNOBTAINABLE USING AASHTO METHOD T 250-77 
·, 
BEAD BEADS BEADS 
CONT RET RET 
% #40 #70 
26• 45* 47* 
26* 50* 43* 
.. ** ** 
** ** ** 
22* 54* 40* 
27* 45* 50* 
29* 62* 36* 
33 63 36 
25 54 42 
29 70 29 
29 65 31 
28* 43* 48* 
--
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ....•. 22-564462 
I DENT .......... . 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED •. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... OS-06-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •...• 3 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ..• INTERMAK CORPORATION JACKSONVILLE, FL 
REMARKS •• STR-91-016 
*RESIDUE NOT ALL BEADS DUE TO INADEQUACY OF TEST-T250 
ITEM NO .. 
07-17-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 
INDENTATION RESISTANCE (TYPE A) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, % 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED #40 SIEVE 


















REMARKS •• *RESIDUE NOT ALL BEADS DUE TO INADEQUACY OF TEST-T250 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .....• 22-564463 DATE TESTED •.. OS-06-92 
I DENT .......... . QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... INTERMAK CORPORATION JACKSONVILLE, FL 
REMARKS .. STR-91-017 
*RESIDUE NOT ALL BEADS DUE TO INADEQUACY OF TEST--T250 










SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 











INDENTATION RESISTANCE (TYPE A) 97 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) 12 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 10 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, % 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED #40 SIEVE 







REMARKS •. *RESIDUE NOT ALL BEADS DUE TO INADEQUACY OF TEST--T250 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
112 
--
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
22 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564464 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-ll-91 
DATE TESTED •.. OS-06-92 
!DENT .......... . 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL 
QUANTITY •..... 
SPEC CODE.,, .. 3 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. FLINT TRADING COMPANY GREENSBORO, NC 
REMARKS •• STR-91-026 
24 FT 
**VALUES UNOBTAINABLE USING AASHTO TEST METHOD T250-77 
ITEM NO •. 
07-17-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 




SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 
INDENTATION RESISTANCE (TYPE A) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, % 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED #40 SIEVE 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED #70 SIEVE 
















REMARKS •• **VALUES UNOBTAINABLE USING AASHTO TEST METHOD T250-77 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY ~~~~~-~~~~~~ 
113 
.-
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•.... 22-564465 DATE TESTED ..• OS-06-92 
IDENT. . . . . . . . . . . QUANTITY. . . . . . 18 FT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... FLINT TRADING COMPANY GREENSBORO, NC 
REMARKS .. STR-91-027 
**VALUES UNOBTAINABLE USING AASHTO TEST METHOD T250-77 
ITEM NO .. 
07-17-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 




SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 
INDENTATION RESISTANCE (TYPE A) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, % 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED #40 SIEVE 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED #70 SIEVE 
















REMARKS •• **VALUES UNOBTAINABLE USING AASHTO TEST METHOD T250-77 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564466 
DATE SAMPLED •• 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED ••. OS-06-92 
07-17-92 
I DENT ••••••.•••• QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••.•. 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS .. STR-91-028 
*RESIDUE NOT ALL BEADS DUE TO INADEQUACY OF TEST-T250 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 




SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 
INDENTATION RESISTANCE (TYPE A) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, % 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED #40 SIEVE 



















REMARKS •• *RESIDUE NOT ALL BEADS DUE TO INADEQUACY OF TEST-T250 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
115 
--
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER-.MATLAB DATE 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564467 DATE TESTED ... OS-06-92 
07-17-92 
I DENT .......•... QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ...•• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•• LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS .• STR-91-029 
*RESIDUE NOT ALL BEADS DUE TO INADEQUACY OF TEST-T250 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 




SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 
INDENTATION RESISTANCE (TYPE A) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, % 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED #40 SIEVE 



















REMARKS •• *RESIDUE NOT ALL BEADS DUE TO INADEQUACY OF TEST-T250 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
~ 
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564468 
DATE SAMPLED .• 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. OS-06-92 
07-17-92 
IDENT .......... . QUANTITY •....• 
SPEC CODE ....• 3 
1 GAL 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... PAVE-MARK CORPORATION 
REMARKS .. STR-91-079 
ATLANTA, GA 
*RESIDUE NOT ALL BEADS DUE TO INADEQUACY OF TEST-T250 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 




SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 
INDENTATION RESISTANCE (TYPE A) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, % 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED #40 SIEVE 



















REMARKS .. *RESIDUE NOT ALL BEADS DUE TO INADEQUACY OF TEST-T250 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
117 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB DATE 
LAB NUMBER •..... 22-564469 DATE TESTED •.. OS-06-92 
07-17-92 
IDENT. . . . . • . . . . . QUANTITY. • . • . • 1 GAL 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. PAVE-MARK CORPORATION 
REMARKS •. STR-91-080 
ATLANTA, GA 








SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 
INDENTATION RESISTANCE (TYPE A) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, % 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED #40 SIEVE 




















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT L:,s ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
'i\-) 
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
07-17-92 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564470 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-9l 
DATE TESTED ... OS-06-92 
I DENT .......... . 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
QUANTITY .•.... 
SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. PAVE-MARK CORPORATION 
REMARKS .. STR-91-081 
ATLANTA, GA 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 




SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 
INDENTATION RESISTANCE (TYPE A) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, % 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED #40 SIEVE 






















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .....• 22-564471 DATE TESTED ... OS-06-92 
07-17-92 
I DENT ..••....... QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. PAVE-MARK CORPORATION 
REMARKS .. STR-91-082 









SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 
INDENTATION RESISTANCE (TYPE A) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, % 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED #40 SIEVE 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564472 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED ••. OS-06-92 
07-17-92 
IDE NT .......... . QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... PAVE-MARK CORPORATION 
REMARKS .. STR-91-083 
ATLANTA, GA 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 




SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 
INDENTATION RESISTANCE (TYPE A) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, % 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED #40 SIEVE 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
121 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •...•. 22-564473 DATE TESTED •.. OS-06-92 
I DENT ..•...•.... QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. PAVE-MARK CORPORATION 
REMARKS .. STR-91-084 
ATLANTA, GA 
*RESIDUE NOT ALL BEADS DUE TO INADEQUACY OF TEST--T250 
ITEM NO .• 
07-17-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 




SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 
INDENTATION RESISTANCE (TYPE A) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, % 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED #40 SIEVE 

















REMARKS •• *RESIDUE NOT ALL BEADS DUE TO INADEQUACY OF TEST--T250 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 





LABORATORY TESTS FOR SOLVENTBORNE TRAFFIC PAINT 
123 

1 E:_ s { RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FAC ll I l'Y ' ' 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR: 1991 
SOLVENT BORNE TRAFFIC PAIN! 
TOT DRY OPACITY 
RTF I. D PRODUCT TYPE PIGM SOL TIME CONTRAST VISC SET L 
NO. NAME CODE CD LOR % % MIN. RATIO KU PROP WT/GAL 
STR-91-003 12Y-D274 LA YELLOW 59 3 74 0 2 0 0 992 115 9 12.8 
STR-91-005 12W-0263 LFA WHITE 60 2 74.6 1 0 0.999 112 9 12.9 
STR-91-011 75Y-D018 LFMMP WHITE 42.5 72.2 IN IN 82 9 11.9 
STR-91-012 LFA WHITE 55.5 74. 1 2.0 0.998 102 9 12 3 
STR-91-013 LA YELLOW 54.8 74. 1 3.5 0.996 112 9 12.4 
STR-91-015 LFMMP WHITE 40.3 64.0 IN IN 72 9 11.7 
STR-91-022 EW- 112 LFA WHITE 54.1 71.8 3.0 0.998 87 9 12.3 
STR-91-023 EY-113 LA YELLOW 54.7 72.3 3.5 0.995 94 9 12.5 
STR-91-030 lW-91-1-Yt l A YELLOW 57.4 72.0 1 5 0.998 95 8 12.0 
STR-91-031 LW-91-1-Y2 LA YELLOW 57. 1 73.8 2.0 0.997 91 8 12. 1 
STR-91-032 LW-91-1-Y3 LA YELLOW 60.3 75.0 1 5 0.997 98 9 12.7 
STR-91-033 LW-91-1-Wt LFA WHITE 56.9 71.6 1 0 0.999 88 8 11 . 9 
STR-91-034 LW-91-t-W2 LFA WHITE 57. 1 74.2 1.5 0.995 81 9 12.0 
STR-91-035 LW-91-1-W3 LF A WHITE 60.2 74.0 1.0 0.999 86 9 12.4 
STR-91-038 BP-6801 LFA WHITE 62.9 76.3 1.0 1.000 100 9 12.3 
STR-91-039 BP-6802 LA YELLOW 64.2 77.8 1 0 1. 000 100 10 12.6 
STR-91-040 BP-6803 LFA WHITE 63.6 77. 1 1 0 1.000 101 10 12 4 
STR-91-041 BP-6804 LA YELLOW 63.4 76.8 1 0 1.000 95 9 12.6 
,... STR-91-042 BP-6805 LFA WHITE 59.0 73.5 1.5 1.000 95 10 11 . 8 
"-' STR-91-043 BP-6806 LA YELLOW 59.7 74.3 2.0 0.998 88 9 11.9 IJ> STR-91-054 CL-1007 L.FA YELLOW 56.6 73.3 1. 5 0.998 93 9 12. 1 
STR-91-055 CL-1002 LFA WHITE 57.9 74. 1 1.0 0.998 89 9 12.4 
STR-91-056 CL-1000 LFA WHITE 53.9 71.2 1.0 0.997 94 9 11.8 
STR-91-057 CL-1005 LFA YELLOW 54.0 71.8 1 . 5 0.995 94 9 11.7 
STR-91-058 CL-1003 LA YELLOW 58.2 74.9 2 5 0.990 88 9 12.5 
STR-91-059 ct~too1 LA YELLOW 54.3 71.6 1 0 0.996 93 9 11.9 
STR-91-087 TW-50 LFA WHITE 69.0 80.7 32.0 0.996 84 9 13.4 
STR-91-088 TY-51 LA YELLOW 71 . 2 83 2 23.0 0.990 87 7 14. 2 
STR-91-097 STATE SUB LFA WHITE 64.4 79 9 3.5 0.992 94 6 13.4 
STR-91-098 STATE SUB LFA WHITE 63.5 75.7 1. 5 0.992 100 8 13 . 1 
STR-91-099 STATE SUB LFA WHITE 56.9 73.5 2.5 0.998 89 9 12.4 
STR-91-100 STATE SUB LF A YELLOW 57.0 73 7 2 5 0.997 92 8 12.7 
STR-91-101 STATE SUB LFA WHITE 54.6 71.7 2 0 0.995 100 9 12. 3 
STR-91-102 STATE SUB LA YELLOW 54.4 7 1. 6 2.0 0.995 108 9 12.3 
STR-91-105 STATE SUB LFA WHITE 54.6 71.7 2.0 0.995 95 9 12 0 
STR-91-106 STATE SUB LA YELLOW 59.6 74.0 1.0 0.997 82 9 12.7 
IN ~ INSUFFICIENT SAMPLE 
---
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •. 06-ll-91 
LAB NUMBER .....• 22-564385 DATE TESTED •.. OG-16-92 
IDENT. . . • . . . • . . . QUANTITY. . . • . . 2 QT 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •••.• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO· REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••. AEXCEL, INC. WILLOUGHBY, OH 
REMARKS •. STR-91-003 KY 
ITEM NO •• 
06-22-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 

















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
:\~OF LoUIS, 
e.:\'?- /?,~- /.d • 
-;I ~ '"'j/ 
-l' &.' '>' • 
............. ~. 
SIDNEY A. RATHE -
REG. No. 14823 
REG_ISTE~ZO 
Protess10nai £.1gineer 
~ IN ~ ~4?, ~ 
"l". 7ft] II, .. .,,.t'!o.\'to . .. .,.. 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ....•. 22-564387 
I DENT .......... . 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-1l-91 
DATE TESTED .•. 06-16-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ....• 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... AEXCEL, INC. WILLOUGHBY, OH 
REMARKS .. STR-91-005 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
06-19-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
12W-D263 
STR-91-005 














SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
.• ~~~~~TRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
<}~'<.. a;,~U!Sf1,J-:-, MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
... ~ 7"' ?-"~ 
SIDNEY A. RATHE \ 
\ 
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTERED 
Professional Engineer 
C}. IN ~ 
"-'«'4f, %'-~~;JL ENG\1<'<-(:; . 
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/)!) r;;;:r 
___ !-: ____________________ _ 
-· 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ••.... 22-564392 
I DENT ....•....•• 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED •. D6-ll-91 
DATE TESTED ••. D6-l6-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. AEXCEL, INC. WILLOUGHBY, OH 
REMARKS .• STR-91-011 KY 
ITEM NO •. 
07-08-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 
















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 






STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564393 
IDENT .......... . 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-ll-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-19-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... TECHNICAL COATINGS CORP. ALPHARETTA, GA 
REMARKS .. STR-91-012 KY 









TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
VALUE 
STR-91-012 















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, 








STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •.•..• 22-564394 
DATE SAMPLED •. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED ••• OG-19-92 
06-23-92 
IDENT •.•.......• QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. TECHNICAL COATINGS CORP. ALPHARETTA, GA 
REMARKS •• STR-91-013 KY 
ITEM NO •• 
-------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 


















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAS ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
~ MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
'I-c,~ ~ ,,~~ p,IMI 
SIDNEY A. RATHE -
REG. No. 14823 
REG.JSTEREO 
Protessmnai Engineer 130 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC. PAINT(252) 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •. 06-11-91 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564395 DATE TESTED •.. 06-19-92 
07-09-92 
IDENT. . . . . . . • . . . QUANTITY. • . . . . 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. CATAPHOTE, INC. 
REMARKS .. STR-91-015 KY 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ••.... 22-564400 
I DENT •....•..•.• 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-02-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. SAFETY COATINGS, INC. FOLEY, AL 
REMARKS .. STR-91-022 KY 
ITEM NO •• 
07-06-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
EW-112 
STR-91-022 














SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
DISTRICT 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564401 
IDENT .... · · · · · · · 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. OG-02-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •..•. 3 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. SAFETY COATINGS, INC. 
REMARKS .. STR-91-023 KY 
ITEM NO •• 
FOLEY, AL 
07-06-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 

















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
~~-X. QF LOUts/"<-<~ ~q,~ •:o'/"<. C:>' ',~·. ·!; '(,. 
W -r·Z!·. ·"'- ~ 
"T" ~ 11._ 
SIDNEY A. RATHE 
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTERED 
p rotessional Enginm 
~ IN -if' 
'),. t<'A,. .~<,__<f'. 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 07-09-92 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•.... 22-564404 
I DENT ....•....•. 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-ll-91 
DATE TESTED ••. OS-27-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ••..• 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS .. STR-91-030 KY 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 


















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
~ <6' @~ '11.;. ~ l/lt;;;}z MATERIALS ENGINEER BY --------------------------
-¥- w 1'\ 
SIDNEY A. RATHE . 
REG. No. 14823 
REGJSTERED 
Professional Engineer 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564405 
!DENT .......... . 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED •. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED .•. OS-27-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS .. STR-91-031 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
07-06-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY. TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 

















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564406 
I DENT .......... . 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. OS-27-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS .. STR-91-032 KY 
ITEM NO •. 
07-06-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 
















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 07-06-92 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
----------- ------------------------------~--~---------l<EGLONAL_TEST __ FM:ILIU~ TRAFFIC PAINT ( 2 52 ) DISTRICT n----------~--~--------~--------------------------------------------------------
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564407 
I DENT .......... . 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED •. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... OS-27-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. 
REMARKS .. STR-91-033 KY 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER ~ 
-~~'4D •.ISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR fJ. c ~ 
or-\'t. OFLOU;.r, MATERIALS ENGINEER BY ____ .__!!_ ___ ~-------
~ 4'-1:: p...-'4" ~ ?11< 
- EY A RATHE -
\
" REG. No. 14823 ) 
P RE:G.ISTEREQ rofess10nz1 Engineer 
~ IN c:, 
·- . • f~ -\.~ 
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ••...• 22-564408 
I DENT .......... . 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED .•. OS-27-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ••... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS •. STR-91-034 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
07-06-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
LW-91-1-W2 
STR-91-034 













SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATOR 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 07-06-92 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
-------------------------~---~-Rli:~!(J_!I~ TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT( 252) 
-----0 I STRICT" 2"2" --- ---- - -- ------ ---------- -----------------
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... ZZ-564409 
I DENT .........•. 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. OS-27-92 
QUANTITY. . . • . . 2 QT 
SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. 
REMARKS .. STR-91-035 KY 
ITEM NO .• 









TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •....• 22-564412 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-11-92 
06-15-92 
IDENT •....•..••. QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •...• 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL 
REMARKS .. STR-91-038 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 




















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 06-17-92 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
------------------------------~-------__RE!:UQNAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) DISTRICT 2 2 --------~------~~--------------------------------------~------~----- --- -~-
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•..•. 22-564413 
I DENT •..•.•..••. 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED ••• 06-11-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •.•.• 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••. BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL 
REMARKS •. STR-91-039 KY 
BALTIMORE, MD 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 






















STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564414 
IDENT .......... . 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED .•. OG-11-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS .. STR-91-040 KY 
ITEM NO .• 
06-15-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
BP-6803 
STR-91-040 














SASHTO REGIONAL JACKSON, MS 
MATERIALS ENGINE~~ 
__ jl__(l ___ rZI_ _____ _ 
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •..... 22-564415 
I DENT •.......... 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-l1-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL 
REMARKS .. STR-91-041 KY 











TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 



















SASHTO REGIONAL T~ST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER ;;a 
".~~~~~TlRICT ADMINISTRATOR jl -~ ~ ~'t. \)~ L?U!sl.fA~,' , LJ ~ ~ §S!/p, <1 MATERIALS ENGINEER , J3Y, --------------------------
'¥- ~ "". p,ur 
SIDNEY A. RATHE l 
REG. No. 14823 g 
REGISTERED 
Professional Engineer 
~ IN :$ 143 
(('#;CAt EI\G\V--"-<,_'<'-
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
IAB NUMBER •....• 22-564416 DATE TESTED ... OG-11-92 
06-15-92 
IDENT. . . . . . . . . . • QUANTITY. . . . . . 2 QT 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL 
REMARKS •• STR-91-042 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 


























STATE OF LOUISIANA 06-15-92 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
~-----------------~-----~ -----------~---~----~~----~--~-_NlG I ONAL _ _TEST_ FACILITY TRAFFIC p}',IN_1__(;1 __ ~-2~L~--~------~--~-----~--~~-------- ----~---~--~----~------­
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•..•• 22-564417 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED ••. 06-11-92 
IDENT •.•.•..•••• QUANTITY .•..•. 
SPEC CODE .•.•. 3 
2 QT 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS •• STR-91-043 KY 









TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO-TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
STRICT ADMINISTRATOR /) /~ 
::.5 .. OF LOU;J;_ I ) v. I~ ~~~ g~ ~11 MATERIALS ENGINEE~ ,_~l- ----~---~-----------------
-¥ ~I ·\<  
SIDNEY A. RATHE 
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTERED 
Professional Engineer 
~ IN ~~ <"~ %' 1C'AL EtlGIII'-~ -
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.--
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •..... 22-564428 
I DENT .....•..... 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-ll-91 
DATE TESTED ... OG-17-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS .. STR-91-054 KY 
ITEM NO •• 
06-19-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
CL-1007 
STR-91-054 













SASHTO REGIONAL TEST'FACILITY, 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
~RICT ADMINISTRATOR 
JACKSON, MS 
~~Of LOUt~ A'~- ~1 ··~1.jt'\_ MATERIALS 
I 'f. \if5.l -\< \. 
ENGINE~~ 
SIDNEY A. RATHE 
\ 
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTERED 
Professional Engineer 






STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564429 
TRAFFIC PAINT 252 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-17-92 
06-19-92 
I DENT .•..... · · · · QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS .. STR-91-055 KY 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
~TRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
~ '<. 0 F to U iS/:', .. c}~ tll;~ "'1;/<·"<. MATERil'.LS 
... ~ i'-";o .. _ 
SIDNEY A. RATHE 
\









___ !__{} __ ~-----
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564430 
I DENT .......... . 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE .•. ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. 
REMARKS .. STR-91-056 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
DATE SAMPLED •. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... OG-16-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •.... 3 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
ENNIS, TX 
06-24-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
CL-1000 
STR-91-056 














SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 06-19-92 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
----------------------------------------------------oTSTRreT-2-2----------------------------------------------------------
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER._ ..... 22-564431 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED .•. 06-17-92 
I DENT, •......... QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS .. STR-91-057 KY 









TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
~Ofwi//J"'<. 
c:,'\'t- ~~;;. 44~ 
i' '€fiJi .., "' -~ 
SIDNEY A. RATHE ~ 
REG. No. 14823~ REGISTERED 
Professional Engineer 
~ IN ~ ~''"" _.<_<,.i.$ 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564452 
DATE SAMPLED •. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. DG-22-92 
06-23-92 
I DENT •...•...... QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•..• 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. NORTH CAROLINA DOT RALEIGH, NC 
REMARKS .. STR-91-097 KY 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 


















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
-~~ ADMINISTRATOR 
JACKSON, MS 
4'\~ u~c.'-f!Ui.s; ·~ h~ ~ ·>1;;\ MATERIALS 




REG. No. 14823 • 
REGISTERED 
Professionai EnJineer 
~ IN ~~ 
<'lit, <,_<i;-~AL ENG\~«:: . 
154 
;7 /) ;&:r.....--__________________________ 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
07-06-92 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
________________________________ REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT ( 2 52) 
.- PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564453 
DISTRICT 22 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... 06-22-92 
I DENT .......... . QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... NORTH CAROLINA DOT 
REMARKS .. STR-91-098 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 




















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
REGISTERED 
Professional Engineer 
C.. IN ~ 
""(<; %' 




____ (_{! __ ~----
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•.... 22-564454 
I DENT .......... . 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... OG-22-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ..• SOUTH CAROLINA DOHAPT 
REMARKS .. STR-91-099 KY 











TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
't-\'i. OJJtgU!s0/,v MATERIALS 
~!!r-l ':-)' ENGINEER BY __ c}_~-~--------_;LJRfl" 
NEY A RATH~ t 
l REG. No. 14823 g R.EG_lSTE:~ED Proressmnal Engineer 
\~ IN -~~ 
.,<''o/;,c '"-~ ~L ENG\\'\" 
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 06-23-92 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
------------------------------REGIONAL TEST FACILITY.-TRAFFIC __ PAINTl£1;5_;1_1 ________________________________________________ _ 
--
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564455 
IDENT ......•.... 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DISTRICT 22 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-22-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... SOUTH CAROLINA DOHAPT 
REMARKS .. STR-91-100 KY 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 




















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
-~~~--1~CT ADMINISTRATOR 
'\'i. OF LOU;s':<-'••, 
c}'r 0y,~ ·4,;,"'<- MATERIALS ENGINEER BY (~ol'f '-f~. , JO'C<-1 
-I< =· ·l<"' ~e. 
SIDNEY A. RATHE £ 
REG. No. 14823 E 
REGISTCRE~­p rofessionul Engineer 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•...• 22-564456 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-22-92 
06-23-92 
I DENT •.•...•...• QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE •.. TENNESSEE DOT 
REMARKS .. STR-91-101 KY 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 




















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
ENGINEER BY --~~~-------­,/--/~ ~~. ~~\'i. o;. Lou1,§i':<, "o (E~ '" . ., {(. ~ '-;-4<~ 
SIDNEY A. RAT~;\ 
REG. No. 14823 - f. 
. p REGISTEREi:D 
rofessJOnal Engineer 
% IN 'fl:.<::, 
4';j; ~~ 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564457 
I DENT .......•... 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
PAINT(252) 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-22-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... TENNESSEE DOT 
REMARKS .. STR-91-102 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
NASHVILLE, TN 
06-23-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 

















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 






STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR TEE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .....• 22-564460 
IDENT •.......... 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. OG-22-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ••..• 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. WEST VIRGINIA DOT CHARLESTON, WV 
REMARKS .. STR-91-105 KY 
ITEM NO .• 
06-23-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
STATE SUB 
STR-91-105 













SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
·"""--'!'D""I"'S:RICT ADMINISTRATOR ;7 ~ 
· ~'t. OF LOU;s"/Y•· U t ~ ~~ ~ '¥,1.~. MATERIALS ENGINEER/~---.:----------------------
o\4 .:.J . .,.A ,-• 
....... __ ,_ 
SIDNEY A. RATHE t 
REG. No. 14323 : ~/i~i1o~~"'£~Jn~&/r E 160 
,7 , IN ~<:, -~. <i:' 
'if/l'o '\'<;)' 
.,..,.,,_ ... 1![ n~G~ .. ..-<". 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564461 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... 05-22-92 
06-26-92 
I DENT .......... . QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... WEST VIRGINIA DOT 
REMARKS .. STR-91-106 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 




















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATOR 
























































































































































































flSI RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACllll l 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR: 199.1 















































































































































































































































































































































Bll STER, WRINKLE 
































































































STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •. 06-11-91 
LAB NUMBER •..•.. 22-564386 DATE TESTED .•. 06-16-92 
IDENT. . . . • . • . • . • QUANTITY. . • . • . 2 QT 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••. AEXCEL, INC. WILLOUGHBY, OH 
REMARKS .. STR-91-004 KY 










TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 




















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER ~ 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR '~ ~ 
't. OF LOU;' MATERIALS ENGINEER BY ____ /![2_ --~-----
c,'\..;:::. ""~ :S;_;.1/~ .L..J.f';J?t' 
-¥- ~ ·1~\ 
\SI~~~0~.1 ~:2~Hj'E ~.REGJSTEREO m Professional Engineer ~ IN # 
"0f:t/n. ..<~ 
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
---~------~-----~---~-~---~~-------------Jl.E!liQ!ll'IL_ TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT ( 2 52) 
DISTRICT 22 
.- PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564388 
I DENT .......... . 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED .•. 06-16-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •.•.• 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... AEXCEL, INC. 
REMARKS .. STR-91-006 KY 
ITEM NO •. 
WILLOUGHBY, OH 
07-09-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •..•.• 22-564389 
I DENT •.......... 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-16-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. AEXCEL, INC. WILLOUGHBY, OH 
REMARKS .. STR-91-007 KY 










TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 




















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, 




.~~"\~OF LOUts;_ • fS'- ~ ~11- MATERIALS ENGINEER BY j-¥- ~ ,, 
g SIDNEY A. RATHE 
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTl::RED 
Professional Engineer 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .....• 22-564390 
I DENT •.....•.... 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-ll-91 
DATE TESTED ... 06-16-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. AEXCEL, INC. 




TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU- HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU- FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT 
J(. c;;.~"- owu~~~-
SIDNEY A. RATHE 
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTERED 
Professional Engineer 







STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •...•• 22-56439l 
I DENT •.........• 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED .•. OG-16-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. AEXCEL, INC. WILLOUGHBY, OH 
REMARKS •• STR-91-009 KY 










TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU- HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 






STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564396 DATE TESTED •.. OG-02-92 
06-11-92 
I DENT. . . . . . . . . . . QUANTITY. . . . . . 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... SAFETY COATINGS, INC. 
REMARKS .. STR-91-018 KY 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 






















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
•-"''' 'i"';~; wm"'m""' ~~'~' ""'n~},h ___ ('_('_~-----
SIDNEY A. RATHE --
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTERED 
Professional Engineer 
~ IN ~ <"~CAL EllG\~~~~ 
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---
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ••.... 22-564397 
I DENT .•.•....... 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... OG-02-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... SAFETY COATINGS, INC. FOLEY, AL 
REMARKS .. STR-91-019 KY 










TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT <':TABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 




















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 




ST~TE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564398 
IDENT .......... . 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
TRAFFIC PAINT 252) 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. OG-02-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... SAFETY COATINGS, INC. 
REMARKS .. STR-91-020 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
FOLEY, AL 
06-ll-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
<"-\t. OF LOUis 
<:.'"' ~-. 4 ~ ~ >!! ~ ... 
.. "" SIDNEY A. RATHE t 
\ 
REG. No. 14823 j 
REG.JSTERED 
Protessmna/ Engineer 
% lN ~~ ~_,_ io'X 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•.... 22-564399 
IDE NT .•....••••. 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED •. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... OG-02-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ••... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. SAFETY COATINGS, INC. FOLEY, AL 
REMARKS .• STR-91-021 KY 










TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 




















SASHTO REGIONAL JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 07-09-92 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
-----------------------~------~------------~----REGIONAL TEST FACI~ITY _ TRAFFI~ __ PA_!~_!Q52) 
DISTRICT 22 ------~--------~----------------
-- PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564402-
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... 06-02-92 
I DENT •.......... QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... SAFETY COATINGS, INC. 
REMARKS .. STR-91-024 KY 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 






















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
~~~D~I~STRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
JACKSON, MS 
~sOF LOUis~ <}~ a ·~~:; 
-1< &r -\< -
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
wast.. 
SIDNEY A. RATHE 
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTERED 
Professional Engineer 
C.. IN ~ '"(<'~ ""~ 
'lflllr 1"''-\r..\~X: 
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT. 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
LAB NUMBER •..... 22-564403 DATE TESTED •.. OG-02-92 
06-16-92 
IDENT. . . . . . . . . . . QUANTITY. . . . . . 2 QT 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •...• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. SAFETY COATINGS, INC. 
REMARKS .. STR-91-025 KY 










TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATOR 






STATE OF LOUISIANA 06-15-92 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRb"FFIC PA~"NT (.£~-"~-"""-~--"-"---"--""" _____ "" __ _ 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-5644l0 
DISTRICT 22 
DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. OS-27-92 
I DENT ... - ...•... QUANTITY ..•..• 
SPEC CODE ..•.. 3 
2 QT 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS .. STR-91-036 KY 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
"~~~~,ISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
>t-\t OF LOUis: 
.If. c,"\ ~ 4'1? MATERIALS ENGINEER BY ·~ i< ,-L-</./?...!'2 
SIDNEY A RATHE 
REG. No. 14823 
REG_! STEREO 
Professional Engineer 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •..... 22-56441l 
I DENT ...•....... 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL 
SOURCE •.. LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. 
REMARKS •. STR-91-037 KY 
ITEM NO .• 
DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... OS-27-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •.... 3 
TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
BALL GROUND, GA 
07-06-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU- HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
--------------~REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564418 
IDENT .......... . 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-11-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL 
REMARKS .. STR-91-044 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
BALTIMORE, MD 
06-15-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
,~1~~ICT ADMINISTRATOR ~-- 0 U.is,,",_ ~~~ '·t~'\_ MATERIALS ~ -~\ 
JACKSON, MS 
It? /;Zg? 
ENGINEER BY -----~-------------------­p...if..JY 
NEY A. RATHE : 
\
REG. No. 14823 
REG,! STEREO 
ProfessJOna/ Engineer 
~ IN ~"-> ~C,JL ENGIII'-<8':' 
179 
.-
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ••...• 22-564419 
!DENT •.......... 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .• DG-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. OG-11-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL 
REMARKS •• STR-91-045 KY 
ITEM NO •• 
BALTIMORE, MD 
06-17-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU- FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 


















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
~e-.g 
180 
)tt: ~ / ---------~~~-----~ 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 06-17-92 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
-------------------REG"!-om\b-TEST--F-A&Hii-'1'¥-TRM!F-!-C--=(252~--------------------------------------------------­
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564420 
I DENT •.......... 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED •. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... OG-16-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ..•.. 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS .. STR-91-046 KY 









TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 






STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB DATE SAMPLED .. 06-ll-9l 
LAB NUMBER •.•..• 22-56442l DATE TESTED •.• 06-l6-92 
· IDENT. . . . . . . • . . • QUANTITY. . . . . • 2 QT 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS •• STR-91-047 KY 










TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU- FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER ~ 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR ~ If:~:\ MATERIALS ENGINE~_J- ___ /!._!2 ___ ~~-------
;DNEY A. RATHE: 
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTE~EO 
Professional Engineer 
13-. IN :'§:> -~- <,..<fj; 
'"'ICAI nH>.I'il~ . 
182 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
--·-·-·-·····--··--~·---···-----·-------REGIONALTESTFACILITY TRJIYFTC<>AINTT2"5Zt 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564422 
I DENT .......•..• 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DISTRICT 22 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... OG-16-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS .. STR-91-046 KY 










TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU- HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
~TRICT ADMINISTRATOR It,"' 'iii"''~\ ~""~' """"'~ 
·~~%~t~t~~i~~:E ~.
183 ~ IN ~ (<'~'"·· -··""'"~q;;, 
Jlo~ 
---~----------------------
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB DATE SAMPLED .. 06-ll-91 
LAB NUMBER ••.•.• 22-564423 DATE TESTED ••. 06-16-92 
IDENT. . . • . • . . . . • QUANTITY. . • . . . 2 QT 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS •. STR-91-049 KY 










TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 07-09-92 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST_]ACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252l_ __ ~~---~----~------- ------~ 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .....• 22-564424 
IDENT ........•.. 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED •• 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... 06-16-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS .. STR-91-050 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 






STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •..•.. 22-564425 
I DENT •.......••. 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .• 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.• 06-16-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ••... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS .• STR-91-051 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
07-06-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 


















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
MATERIALS 
j)p~ 
ENGINEER BY --------------------------:V~ 
186 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
---------------"--BEGLONAL TE!i:LFACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT ( 252) 
DISTRICT 22 
-- PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •..... 22-564426 
DATE SAMPLED •. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. OG-16-92 
06-22-92 
I DENT .......... . QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS .. STR-91-052 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
BY __ (}_(!_~-------DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR MATERIALS ENGINEER 
pd'"__.&-' 
187 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •.•..• 22-564427 
I DENT .......... . 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. OG-16-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ....• J 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS •. STR-91-053 KY 
ITEM NO .• 
06-17-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 


















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
.• ~~~-~~T ADMINISTRATOR 
:.\t () 0/}i ':<:'<,. <}~ ~ '"'·~;,-'\., 
-¥- ~~~ ·.~ '-:, MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
SIDNEY A. RATHE 
0
• -~ 
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTERED 
Professional Engineer 
~ IN ~ 188 
<"qiCAL Et\GI~x_'<..%': 
___ t~-~------
STATE OF LOUISIANA 06-24-92 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
--------~----------~~------REG-IONAL-IESTJACILIT~IC PAINT (ZS 2_L __________________________________________________ _ 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564434 
DISTRICT 22 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-17-92 
I DENT .......•... QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ... ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. 
REMARKS .. STR-91-060 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
SPEC CODE •.... 3 










TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
~-~""' @.'&ft> ··!,· ~,_ 
., '· ·oey '/' ' \ 
M ~l-. <\!.'>;.~''' "'} ,... .... '., 
SIDNEY A. RATHE\ 
REG. No. 14823 ). 
REG/STEF?ED 
P rofessionai Eilgineer 
~ IN ~ ~... ...o..."-




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ••.... 22-554435 
DATE SAMPLED .• 05-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 05-17-92 
05-19-92 
IDENT •...•...... QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ... ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. 
REMARKS .. STR-91-051 KY 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
ENNIS, TX 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 




















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
D TRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
•'t. OF LOlJz ·~' il-1\!il. s;...~ ":>' . ~ "4"''<- MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
-¥- .. 1 •. -~·.. p./.1!% 
SIDNEY A RATHt: • 
REG. No. 14823 
REGJSTERi:::O 
Protessronal Engineer 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 06-19-92 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST __ f]I.CI~-~-:J:::t: ___ :f~~I_CJAI~T(_2~_2_L __ 
- -------------------------~-~-------------------DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564436 
IDENT ..........• 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .• 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... 06-17-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS .. STR-91-062 KY 









TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
't. OF Lou1 
e,'\'t-"\ 11!~ :Sf1,y; 
-1< ~ '9'1< 




~ IN ~~ 
"''· .<.«':.' 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT[252) 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...•.. 22-564437 
IDE NT .......... . 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE •.. ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. 
REMARKS .. STR-91-063 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
22 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-ll-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-18-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE .•... 3 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
ENNIS, TX 
06-22-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
:~,t OF LOUts, " <}~ f!J:El '·1,o:%,_ G,=:. i~ '-? 'C-
o¥- f./S.l -~~ ~ 
SIDNEY A. RATHE 1i 
REG. No. 1482~­REGIST=:::::!e:o 
rofessional .Engineer 
:1,: IN ~ 
<"% '-<:§: 
,;!_C'Ijf 1'1'~\\·\~_. 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
DISTRICT 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564438 
TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-ll-91 
DATE TESTED ... 06-18-92 
06-22-92 
IDENT .......... . QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS .. STR-91-064 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, 
DISTRICT LAB ENGI~EER 
~T ADMINISTRATOR 
JACKSON, MS 
~"\'i. OF LOUts;;·,, ~ F.''·".~ o"{':/· MATERIALS ~~ [t~~ }/?~ ENGINEER . BY --------------------------#~ 
NEY A. RATHE '0 
\ 
REG. No. 14823 ~ 
RJ=:G,ISTERO:D § 
Proress10nal Er.gin;ar 
q:, IN ~~ ~~4L ENG\1\~~~ 193 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •...•• 22-564439 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... 06-18-92 
06-26-92 
IDENT ....•...... QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..•.. 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS .. STR-91-065 KY 









TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 


























STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAI TEST _EACJ:LI.TY.-'l:B.AEF_I.C_PAIN:.l: ( 2 52 '-----
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564440 
IDE NT .......... . 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... 06-18-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS .. STR-91-066 KY 










TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER _/-~ 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR ~ ~~~~~~>;.. MATERIALS ENGINE~ --~-{!_{:_ _______________ _ 
~·· '·t..'~ 
NEY A. RATHE ~ 1 ~~c.~O.C~~~~J \ P rotessional Engineer 
~4;,. _ IN •• c'<-~4; 
195 
--
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .....• 22-564441 
DATE SAMPLED .. D6-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... D6-18-92 
06-26-92 
I DENT •.........• QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS •. STR-91-067 KY 









TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
~JS%, .. , 
'1- ~ '1~~ 
NEY A. RATHE ~. 
REG. No. 14823 . 
REGtSTE.Ci!ED 
Professional Engineer 
~ IN ~<:; 
<"#;CAr FllGI'~<'<..<,.."'"' 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TE_S_~- FACI~_I_TY TRAFFIC PAINT ( 2 52) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564442 
DATE SAMPLED •. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... 06-18-92 
06-22-92 
I DENT .......... . QUANTITY ..... . 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS .. STR-91-068 KY 









TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
--~~~ZSJCT ADMINISTRATOR 
:\'i. OF LOU;n , 
-l< s"-"' ~~ u0i\_ 
~ ··.l:. 
SIDNEY A RAl"'-- ~, 
· nt -~ 
REG. No. 148?3 ~ REG_ISTE.~:=:Q 
Professmnn/ Engineer 
~ IN ,<;, 
<'4,; ~"" 
"c-4L ENGII'i'-~ -





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .••.•. 22-564443 
I DENT .........•• 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. OG-18-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS .. STR-91-069 KY 










TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, 





ENGINEER BY --------------------------,&.--~ 
198 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 06-22-92 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
--REGIONAL-TE£T~LITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) DISTRICT 2 2 ----~-----------------------------------------------------------------
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564444 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... 06-18-92 
I DENT .......... . QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS .. STR-91-070 KY 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU- HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •. 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, 




















:\t. OF LOU;~ 
c:,'\'?- tc.'J:1!!>. J';,:, :'.;, MATERIALS 
-¥- l,·~~ /·~'\ (J:?J;.1 -~~ '<;; 
ENGINEER BY ---~~~~-----­
#~ 
SIDNEY A. RATHE ~ 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •..... 22-564445 
DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED ... OG-18-92 
I DENT .......... . QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. 
REMARKS •. STR-91-071 KY 
ITEM NO .• 
ENNIS, TX 
06-22-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 


















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR /'~ ~tit;;;;~ MATERIALS ENGINEER BY __ fl_£}_{!:(_z#.: ________ _ 
-1< ~1 ~:~ .LJ.!!Zi 
lONEY A. RATHE ~ 
\ 
REG. No. 14823 : 
REG_ISTEi-?EO 
Professional Engineer 
~ IN ~"<> ,.~ <,_<f': 
..... ;~c,1.~ nJt:;\t\~ 
200 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR TEE TEST OF 
~~~~-----~~-------------- REGTONAL_Tl:S_'I:__!'ll,QILITY TRAFFIC PAINT ( 252) 
DISTRICT 22 
-- PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ••.••. 22-564448 
DATE SAMPLED •• 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED ••. 06-19-92 
06-26-92 
I DENT •......•... QUANTITY ..... . 2 QT 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ...•• 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••. ALABAMA SOARD 
REMARKS .. STR-91-091 KY 
ITEM NO .. 









TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
,....-;:-:"l :;~v0 
-< '\ '(.. \)' G [, Ui~';1'"~ -"'s-~ ~:::?"j" ''<;;· ~-
11''¥-' ~''"-';_ "'' ~ SIDNEY "A, RATHE\ REG. No. 14823 ~ 
REGISTERED E 
rotessional Engine~er 
~ IN (f 
' ~"''"·· --·"'""'"'<;;. 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •..••. 22-564449 
22 
DATE SAMPLED •• OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED ••. OG-19-92 
06-26-92 
I DENT .....•...•. QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••. ALABAMA SOAHD MONTGOMERY, AL 
REMARKS •• STR-91-092 KY 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
,..,-; .. D~'ll';rR:rc:t' .. ADMINISTRATOR 
-~·. \'- .. . . . . -.. 
JACKSON, MS 
~ e;\\' (~.·' ::.j '•·;-::~ / ~ .... 
:/ ~ ~::\!~;i '.,, 0, MATERIALS 
:t ...,.. r. ENGINEER BY ,4./~ j SIDNEY A. RATHE 'E 
REG. No. 14823 : 
REGISTERED 
Protessionai Engineer 
%. IN i;~ 
•iffC,jt E~u\~'-<;:: . 
202 
___ c:_~-~~-------
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REG-LGNAJ:.--'l:EST-. .EACIL:U:L:.LRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
06-23-92 
DISTRICT 22 --~-----------"----------------"--
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564450 
I DENT .......... . 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-22-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... MISSISSIPPI SHD JACKSON, MS 
REMARKS .. STR-91-095 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU- FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR /) (I /7 ::/_ _,~«<,,, (V , ?~ 
/c:}'<- f'J\.~ /;,{}<y, MATERIALS ENGINEER. ,-.BY --------------------------
.$/-I< "i:"-~ . ·"-"-. ..LJY.-it ~ ''.;. 
SIDNEY A. RATHE . 
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTE'l~ED 
Professional Eilgineer 
IN ~ ~ 
..•• ~«:: . 
203 
.-
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .....• 22-56445l 
IDENT •.......... 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. OG-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. OG-22-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE ••... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••. MISSISSIPPI SHD JACKSON, MS 
REMARKS .. STR-91-096 KY 
ITEM NO .• 
06-26-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (cONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 


















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
>"::'•:\t QF LOUts;_ ~<:}\- ~ '4/k 
f S~DNEY ·A~ RAT:~ 
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTERED 
Professional Engineer 
~ IN ~ 
<"4f. ~ ~'CAL E~G\~'-<;; . 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
,c....)..g.i]{ 
204 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 06-23-92 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
-RE-<HONA!r-l'ES'l'--FAC-I~:r..(2!i_21_ ______ ~--~------------
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564458 
I DENT .......... . 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DISTRICT 22 
DATE SAMPLED .. D6-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-22-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •...• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... VIRGINIA DOT 
REMARKS .. STR-91-103 KY 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR /) ~ 
·~:· jl~l~ /;~'-/-'\';. vg~-09"--r.u.U/S "141:/<,., ~ MATERIALS ENGINEER .. J>':L--------------- ----------'? ··c--"-1 ;_,;. -·y_~ -\(. -;.'!..'iii.) "-? r-~ -l.;:;,w. {:. lONEY A. RATHE \: 
\ 
REG. No. 14823 ~ 
REG}STERE:D J Professional Engineer zos 
"\~ IN ~ 
-:>,;;«'.,£,,_ -~~ 
.-
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-564459 
IDENT ••.•.••..•• 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-ll-91 
DATE TESTED ••• OG-22-92 
QUANTITY...... 2 QT 
SPEC CODE •.•.• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•• VIRGINIA DOT RICHMOND, VA 
REMARKS •. STR-91-104 KY 
ITEM NO •. 
06-23-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 
WATER RESISTANCE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 


















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER ~~DQIFs;;;;T. ADMINISTRATOR /) ~ 
·' ~ 4{}~ MATERIALS ENGIN~~ ---•-~-k(~~-------
EY A. RATHE • 
\ 
REG. No. 14823 
REGIST:::~ED 
Professional Engineer 206 
~~ IN ~ ~ ... <'".¢r, <.%' 
.. ~IC.4 r n\r.\\'~'t.'V 
.-
APPENDIXE 























LINEAR DYNAMICS PRISMO PLASTIX 
LINEAR DYNAMICS PR!SMO PLASTIX 
3-M STAMARK 
3-M STAMARK A420 
3-M STAMARK N420 
PAVE-MARK CORP. PAVE-MARK 
PAVE-MARK CORP. PAVE-MARK 
BRITE -LINE IND. BRITE-LINE 100 
BRITE -LINE IND. BRITE-LINE 100 
RECORDS PRINTED 
BROKE UPON INITIAL LOAD 
lEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACILilY 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR: 1991 
++++ TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE +++• 
THICKNESS 
WIDTH MILS 
DESCRIPTION TYPE COLOR INCHES AVERAGE 
SERIES A PERMANENT YELLOW 4 61 
SERIES A PERMANENT WHITE 4 65 
INTERSECTION GR PERMANENT WHITE 4 64 
PLIANT POLYMER PERMANENT WHITE 4 63 
PLIANT POL VMER PERMANENT WHITE 4 67 
HOT TAPE PERMANENT YELLOW 4 90 
HOT TAPE PERMANENT WHITE 4 83 
TEMPORARY R YELLOW 4 45 




LBF/IN WIDTH % 
14 5 109.!3 
























RTF I. D. 
NO. SOURCE 
STR-91-001 LINEAR DYNAMICS 




STR-91-085 PAVE-MARK CORP. 
STR-91-086 PAVE-MARK CORP. 
STR-91-089 BRITE-LINE IND. 
STR-91-090 BRITEcLINE IND. 
RECORDS PRINTED 
TEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FAClLllY 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR: 1991 
~+•+ TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE +++t 
SURFACE 
'• 
PRODUCT FRICTION WEAR REFLECTIVITY REFLECTIVITY WHITENESS 
NAME BPN I NO EX 86/.2 86/.5 INDEX 
PRISMO PLASTIX GO 68 448 353 
PRISMO PLASTIX 60 64 655 546 72.0 
STAMARK 67 50 758 659 66.3 
STAMARK A420 66 52 1309 996 56 8 
STAMARK N420 63 45 1240 948 65.0 
PAVE-MARK 52 87 310 225 
PAVE-MARK 66 100 689 578 46.0 
BRITE-LINE 100 58 196 1051 835 
BRITE-LINE 100 56 100 1120 884 65.3 
--
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564474 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-04-92 
IDENT .......... . 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
QUANTITY •.•..• 
SPEC CODE .•..• 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. 
REMARKS .• STR-91-001 
ITEM NO •. 
BALL GROUND, GA 
30 FT 
06-ll-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 







THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.5) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, % (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM D1000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUM8ER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••..• 22-564475 
I DENT •...••.•••. 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
DATE 
DATE TESTED •.• DG-04-92 
QUANTITY...... 30FT 
SPEC CODE •.•.• 3 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••. LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. 
REMARKS •. STR-91-002 
ITEM NO •• 
BALL GROUND, GA 
06-08-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 







THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.S) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, % (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM D1000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG, OB.ANGL. 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
212 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 




PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• OG-11-91 
LAB NUMBER •.•.•• 22-564476 DATE TESTED ••. OG-04-92 
IDENT........... QUANTITY...... 30FT 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••..• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• 3M COMPANY ST. PAUL, MN 
REMARKS •• STR-91-076 
*BROKE UPON INITIAL LOAD 
ITEM NO •• 
07-06-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 







THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.S) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, % (ASTM 03759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM 01000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 



















REMARKS .• *BROKE UPON INITIAL LOAD 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
213 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-564477 
DATE SAMPLED •. 06-l1-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-04-92 
IDENT........... QUANTITY...... 30FT 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •.••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• 3M COMPANY ST. PAUL, MN 
REMARKS •. STR-91-077 
ITEM NO •• 
06-05-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 







THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.S) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, % (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM D1000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 




















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253} 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-564478 
DATE SAMPLED .• 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-04-92 
IDENT .......... . 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL 
QUANTITY ....•. 
SPEC CODE •.... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. 3M COMPANY ST. ·PAUL, MN 
REMARKS •. STR-91-078 
ITEM NO .. 
30 FT 
06-04-92 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 







THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.5} 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759} 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, % (ASTM D3759} 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM D1000} 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN} (ASTM E303} 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1} 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061} 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
WHITENESS INDEX (ASTM E313} 
REMARKS .. 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, 





















STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 




LAB NUMBER •..•.• 22-564479 
-------mcrE~ED-;o-6-6--l-l--9-l------------------------­
DATE TESTED ... 06-04-92 
.. -
IDENT. . . . • . . . • • • QUANTITY. . . . . . 3 0 FT 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ..• PAVE-MARK CORPORATION 
REMARKS .• STR-91-085 
ATLANTA, GA 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERTY 







THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.S) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, % (ASTM D3759) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., . 2 DEG. OB.ANGL.-
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT-22--------------------
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•..•. 22-564480 
DATE SAMPLED .. 06-11-91 
DATE TESTED •.. 06-04-92 
06-04-92 
IDENT ........•.. QUANTITY ..... . 20 FT 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •..•. 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... PAVE-MARK CORPORATION 
REMARKS •• STR-91-086-
ATLANTA, GA 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 







THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.S) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, % (ASTM D3759) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
07-17-92 
PROJECT NUMBER-.-. MA __ T_W __________ _ 
LAB NUMBER ••.••• 22-56448l 
DATE SAMPLED •• llC"'lJ:=9-r-----------------------------
DATE TESTED ••. DG-04-92 
I DENT ••••••••.•• 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
QUANTITY ••.••• 
SPEC CODE ••.•• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BRITE-LINE INDUSTRIES, INC. 
REMARKS •• STR-91-089 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 











THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.S) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, % (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM D1000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •.•••. 22-564482 
DATE SAMPLED •• 06-ll-91 
DATE TESTED •.. OG-04-92 
06-08-92 
!DENT .......•••. QUANTITY .•...• 
SPEC CODE •...• 3 
25 FT 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••. BRITE-LINE INDUSTRIES, INC. GOLDEN, CO 
REMARKS .. STR-91-090 
ITEM NO •• 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY 






THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.S) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, % (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM D1000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .s DEG. OB.ANGL. 
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